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Executive Summary

Micro-credit lending is not a new concept to Sri Lanka, and has been supported at different stages through 
government interventions. Of late, however, questions have been raised regarding the demerits of such lending, 
not only on the financial burden placed on women, but also as a social issue with major repercussions. In the 
public domain, these concerns have been raised specifically in relation to the proliferation of microfinance 
institutes in the former war-affected North and East. 

Since the end of the war, CEPA’s own research has consistently highlighted rising debt and its impact on female 
borrowers and their households. This study was conducted in light of these findings, the public perception of 
Multi Finance Institutions (MFIs) as exploitative, and the flurry of activity by the Government of Sri Lanka (GoSL) 
to enact changes to the existing regulations. It aims to better understand the processes that underlie micro-
lending and how these practices then affect the largely female client-base. 

In recognition of the need to privilege the experiences of female borrowers, the study adopted a qualitative 
approach, using in-depth interviews to collect information on how the women themselves experienced these 
micro-credit practices. Following a scoping visit, data was collected from female borrowers living in Monaragala, 
Mullaitivu and Batticaloa Districts. In addition, several relevant government stakeholders at the national and 
local level – were interviewed along with a few representatives of micro finance institutions. 

In general, microcredit lending is based on the notion that, allowing access to credit will help women pull 
themselves and therefore, their families, out of poverty. Microcredit helps women establish a microenterprise, 
of which the income is expected to meet the consumption, education and health needs of their family members, 
especially the children. But these fundamental principles are eroding in the face of high competition among the 
lenders to reach the same pool of borrowers. The findings point to the shortcuts adopted by the respective MFIs 
in providing credit to the borrowers in a short space of time. 

In all three districts, the majority of the MFIs currently operating are non-banking financial entities registered 
with the Central Bank. A few exceptions were noted in Monaragala where local, private MFIs maintained an 
equally significant presence. With no physical presence in the community, the MFIs rely on a single woman in 
each community as a focal point whose residence then becomes the meeting and collection centre.  While group 
formation and liability are central to how the model functions at present, women proactively choose members 
who have a good history of repaying loans, thus minimising the risks to themselves but indirectly leading to the 
marginalisation of poorer women within the community. With only a few documents to be submitted and few 
cross-checks to ascertain the borrowing history of the client, the women are able to access the loans within 
an extremely short period of time - at times less than three days for women who are not first-time borrowers. 
Information regarding the forms they sign and the deductions made are not forthcoming in many instances. 
Furthermore, the forms are not always in their native language, preventing them from understanding the basic 
conditions of the credit facility. This was evident in the women being conversant in the installment schedule but 
being unable to state the interest rate being charged by the MFI.  

Partly enabled by the absence of any forms of checks carried out by the officials, women are increasingly 
borrowing for consumption and non-investment related expenses, ranging from meeting the health and 
education needs of their children to funding funerals and coming-of-age ceremonies. This raises major concerns 
regarding servicing repayment. While women were found to repay their loans “somehow or the other”, this 
involves compromising on their consumption, pawning gold jewellery and borrowing from friends, relatives and 
informal lenders. The MFI officials act as powerful enforcers, despite being outsiders to the local community. 
Subtle and overt threats in the form of verbal abuse, disallowing women from leaving the collection centre until 
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all borrowers “paid up” and refusal to leave the residence of female borrowers were common strategies adopted 
to compel women to repay their loans. 

These practices, therefore, coalesce in pushing women into multiple borrowings in order to stay ahead of 
the creditors. The ease of borrowing and the absence of background checks allow them to join different MFI 
groups and borrow from multiple institutions. In the face of multiple credit facilities to service, women’s meagre 
savings and assets (in the form of gold jewellery) are also eroding. Worryingly, they are unable to continue 
with traditional forms of savings such as seettu because of the need to prioritise repayment of loans. Within 
the family, the women reported tensions with their spouse and children experiencing discomfort and trauma 
especially when officers refuse to leave the house until the installment is paid. At the community level, the 
pressure placed on the women through the collective warranty principle, leads to tensions. This disrupts and 
threatens the cohesion that exists among women. Similarly, interventions by local government officials to curb 
the penetration of these private institutes into the communities have generated tensions between the officials 
and the female borrowers.  Community mediation boards are being overburdened with complaints; at times, 
reaching the Police as well. Moreover, Grama Niladharis are caught in the cross-fire since they have to issue the 
DS-4 certificate. 

Despite these associated problems, women continue to borrow from private MFIs largely because of the 
challenges encountered in accessing the state-run banking system which is their first preference. This is further 
exacerbated by the sidelining of or the complete absence of Community based organisations and local NGOs 
that traditionally provide microcredit, thus leaving the private-led MFIs as one of the few viable alternatives 
present in the community. 

Most women and their families engage in subsistence agriculture and have little to no access to formal employment 
opportunities that would offer a stable income source. But household expenses continue to increase and must 
be met somehow. In such a context, it is important that the discourse around micro-lending shifts away from 
its preoccupation with improving financial inclusion and empowering women, to a more nuanced and in-depth 
understanding of the realities that women experience through micro-credit practices. Equally important is to 
give thoughtful consideration on how best to regulate the MFIs, whose lending practices remain unsustainable 
in the long run. 
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úOdhl idrdxYh

laIqø Kh hkq  Y%S ,xldjg kj ixl,amhla fkdjk w;r rcfha ueÈy;aùï yryd úúO wÈhrj, § laIqø Kh 

lafIa;%h i|yd wjYH iydh ,nd§ we;. flfia jqjo, uE;l isg laIqø Kh hkq ldka;djka u; megfjk uQ,H 

nr muKla fkdj nrm;< m%;súmdl w;a jk iudc .eg¨jla f,i o ixjdohla u;=j ;sfí. m%isoaO l;sldfõ§ 

fuu m%Yak u;=lrkq ,en we;af;a hqoaOfhka mSvdjg m;a W;=re kef.kysr m%foaY ;=< laIqø uQ,H wdh;k 

ixLHdj fõ.fhka j¾Okh fjñka mej;Sug iïnkaê;jh.

hqoaOh wjika ùfuka miqj CEPA wdh;kh l< m¾fhaIKj,ska ksrka;rj wjOdrKh lr we;af;a Kh.e;s 

Ndjh j¾Okh fjñka mj;sk nj iy ldka;d Kh .ekqïlrejkag yd Tjqkaf.a mjq,aj,g  bka isÿjk n,mEuhs.  
fuu wOHhkh isÿ lrk ,oafoa óg fmr isÿl, m¾fhaIKhkays wkdjrKhka o ;uka iQrd lk wdh;k njg 

nyqúO uQ,H wdh;k ms<sn|j uyckhd w;r mj;akd yeÕSu iy mj;akd fr.=,dis fjkia lsÍu i|yd Y%S ,xld 

úiska isÿ lrk lghq;= o ie,ls,a,g .ksñks. m¾fhaIKfha wruqK jkafka laIqø Kh l%shdj,sh isÿjkafka 

flfiao hkak iy fndfyda ÿrg ldka;djkaf.ka iukaú; jk fiajd,dNS mokug tu Ndú;hka n,mdk 

wdldrh jvd;a fyd¢ka wjfndaO lr.ekSuhs.

ldka;d Kh .ekqïlrejkaf.a w;aoelSïj,g uq,a ;ek Èh hq;= nj ms<s.ksñka fuu wOHhkfha § .=Kd;aul 

m%úIaghla fhdod .kq ,eìK. ta wkqj ldka;djka fuu laIqø uQ,H Ndú;hka w;aÿgq wdldrh ms<sn| f;dr;=re 

/ia lsÍu i|yd iúia;rd;aul iïuqL idlÉPd meje;aúK. ;lafiare lsÍfï pdßldjl ksr;j o;a; /ia lr 

.kakd ,oafoa fudKrd.," uq,;sjq yd uvl,mqj hk Èia;%slal ;=fkys Ôj;a jk ldka;d Kh .ekqïlrejkaf.ks.  
óg wu;rj cd;sl yd m%dfoaYSh uÜgfï wod< rcfha md¾Yajlrejka lsysm fofkl= iy laIqø uQ,H wdh;kj, 

ksfhdað;hka lsysm fofkl= iu. o iïuqL idlÉPqd mj;ajkq ,eìK.

idudkHfhka laIqø Kh iïmdokh lrkafka Kh fj; m%fõYh i,id §fuka ldka;djkag iy Tjqkaf.a 

mjq,aj,g oßø;dfjka .e,ùug u.la iïmdokh jkafkah hk woyi u;h. laIqø Kh u.ska laIqø jHjidhla 

wdrïN lsÍug ldka;djkag iydh jk w;r bka ,efnk wdodhfuka Tjqkaf.a mjq,a idudðlhkaf.a, úfYaIfhkau 

orejkaf.a, mßfNdack, wOHdmk yd fi!LH wjYH;d iemsfrkq we;ehs wfmalaId flf¾. tfy;a tlu Kh 

.ekqïlrejka msßila fj; <Õd ùu i|yd Kh fokakka w;r we;s jk ;shqKq ;rÕh ksid fuu uQ,sl uQ,O¾u 

.s,syS hñka mj;S. m¾fhaIKh u.ska wkdjrKh jQfha nyqúO uQ,H wdh;k flá ld, iSudjla ;=< Kh ,nd§u 

i|yd fkdúêu;a C%u fhdod .kakd nj hs.

Èia;%slal ;=fka§u meyeÈ,s jQfha fï jk úg ls%hd;aul jk nyqúO uQ,H wdh;kj,ska nyq;rh uy nexl=fõ 

,shdmÈxÑ nexl= fkdjk uQ,H wdh;k njhs. fudKrd., § Bg mßndysr wjia:d lsysmhla olakg ,enqKq w;r 

m%dfoaYSh, fm!oa.,sl l%shd;aul nyqúO uQ,H wdh;k by; lS wdh;kj,g iudk jeo.;alula w;a lr f.k 

we;. nyqúO uQ,H wdh;k m%cdj ;=< wdh;k uÜgñka fmkS fkdisg ta ta m%cdfõ tla ldka;djl ksfhdað;fhl= 

f,i m;a lrf.k wehf.a ksji /iaùfï yd Kh tla/ia lsÍfï uOHia:dkhla njg m;alr.ekSug lghq;= 

lrhs. j¾;udkfha l%shd;aul jk wdlD;sfha§ lKavdhï f.dv ke.Sug iy lKavdhula f,i j.lSug m%Odk 

;ek ysñ jk kuq;a Kh ,nd §u i|yd ksfhdað; ldka;djka úiska f;dard .efkkafka lKavdhu ;=< isák 

Kh wdmiq f.ùfï ukd b;sydihla iys; idudðlhka neúka ksfhdað;hka uqyqK fok wjodkï wju jk 

kuq;a m%cdj ;=< isák jvd;a ÿmam;a ldka;djka fldka ù hdug th jl%dldrfhka fya;=fõ. bÈßm;a l< 

hq;af;a ,shlshú,s iaj,amhla ùu iy fiajd,dNshdf.a Kh .ekSfï b;sydih fidhd oek .ekSu i|yd uQ,dY% 

lsysmhla muKla mÍlaId lsÍu ksid ldka;djkag b;du flá ld, iSudjla  ;=<§ Kh ,nd.ekSug yelshdj 

,efí. iuyr wjia:dj, § óg fmr Kh ,ndf.k ;sfnk ldka;djlg ta i|yd .; jkafka Èk ;=klg;a wvq 

ld,hls. tmuKla fkdj Kh fmdaru yeuúgu Kh .ekqïlrejkaf.a uõ NdIdfjka fkdiemfhk ksid Tjqka 

Kh myiqlug wod< uQ,sl fldkafoais wjfndaO lr .ekSu je<lS hhs. Kh jdßl wdmiq f.ùfï ld, igyk 

ms<sn|j okakd kuq;a nyqúO uQ,H wdh;kh úiska wh flfrk fmd,S wkqmd;slh mejiSug ldka;djka wiu;a 

ùfuka fï nj meyeÈ,s fõ.
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ks,OdÍka ljr fyda mÍlaIdjla fkdlsÍuo fya;= fldg f.k ;u orejkaf.a fi!LH yd wOHdmk wjYH;d 

imqrd .ekSfï isg wju.=,a yd jeäúh meñŒfï W;aij i|yd uqo,a fidhd .ekSu olajd úúO mßfNdack yd 

wdfhdack fkdjk úhoï mshjd .ekSu ms‚i ldka;dfjda jv jvd;a Kh .ks;s. fï ksid fmd,S yd Kh wdmiq 

f.ùu iïnkaOfhka nrm;< m%Yak u;=fõ. ldka;djka flfia fyda ish Kh wdmiq f.jk nj fmkS .sh kuq;a 

Tjqka Kh wdmiq f.jkafka ;u mßfNdackh wvq lsÍfuka, rka wdNrK Wlia lsÍfuka iy ñ;=rka, {d;Ska 

yd fkdúêu;a Kh fokakkaf.ka uqo,a Khg .ekSfuks. nyqúO uQ,H wdh;kj, ks,OdÍka m%dfoaYSh m%cdjg 

msgia;rhka jqj;a Kh wdmiq f.jk f,i n, lsÍfï § oeäj l%shd lr;s. jdÑlj neK je§u, ysÕ uqo,a f.jd 

wjika jk;=re Kh tla/ia lsÍfï uOHia:dkfhka msgj hdug ldka;djkag bv fkd§u iy Kh wdmiq f.jk 

;=re ldka;d Kh .ekqïlrejkaf.a ksjdij,ska msgj hdu m%;slafIam lsÍu wd§ iajrEmhkaf.ka kej; Kh l=uk 

whqrlska fyda ,nd.ekSug Tjqyq lghq;= lr;s. 

fuu ish¨ Ndú;hka ksid Kh ,ndfokakkag uqyqK §u i|yd ;j ;j;a Kh .ekSug ldka;djkag isÿjk 

nj meyeÈ,sh. Kh .ekSfï myiqj iy miqìï mÍlaIdjla isÿ fkdùu ksid úúO nyqúO uQ,H wdh;k úiska 

ia:dmkh lrk ,o ldka;d lKavdhïj,g tlaj úúO wdh;kj,ska Kh .ekSug Tjqkag wjia:dj ie,fia. 
fuf,i Kh lsysmhla wdmiq f.ùug isÿ jk úg ldka;djka i;= iq¿ b;sÍ lsÍï yd rka wdNrK wdÈh o wysñ ù 

hhs. jvd;a lK.dgqodhl lreK jkafka Kh wdmiq f.ùug m%uqL;ajh Èh hq;= ksid iSÜgq jeks idïm%odhsl b;sß 

lsÍï l%u wkq.ukh lsÍug Tjqkag fkdyels ùuhs. fuf,i wê, f,i Kh ùu ksid mjq,a ;=< .egqï we;sjk 

w;r Kh jdßlh wdmiq f.jk ;=re ks,OdÍka ksjiska msgj hdu m%;slafIam lrk úg orefjda wmyiq;djg yd 

udkisl lïmkhg m;a fj;s. m%cd uÜgfï § iduQyslj j.lSfï uQ,O¾uh ksid ldka;djka uqyqK fok mSvkh 

.egqïj,g ;=vq fohs. fuh ldka;djka w;r mj;akd taldnoaO;dj ì| ouk w;r ì| oeóug ;¾ckh lrhs. 
tfia u fuu fm!oa.,sl wdh;k l%shdldÍ;ajh iSud lsÍu i|yd m<d;a md,k ks,OdÍka lrk ueÈy;aùï ksid 

ks,OdÍka yd ldka;djka w;r .egqïo we;sù ;sfí. m%cd iu:lrK uKav,j, meñ‚,s f.dv .eiS we;. iuyr 

wjia:dj, fï .egqï fmd,Sisfha msysg m;k uÜgug o j¾Okh fõ. tmuKla fkdj  DS-4 iy;slh ksl=;a 

lsÍug isÿ jk ksid .%du ks,OdÍyq o fuu .egqïj,g ueÈ fj;s.

fujeks .egÆ ;sìh§;a ldka;dfjda nyqúO uQ,H wdh;kj,ska È.ska È.g u Kh .ks;s. Bg fndfyda ÿrg fya;= ù 

we;af;a jeä leue;a;la olajk rdcH nexl=lrK moaO;sh fj; m%fõY ùfï § Tjqka uqyqK fok wNsfhda.hkah. 
idïm%odhslj laIqø Kh iïmdokh lrk m%cd mdol ixúOdk yd m%dfoaYSh rdcH fkdjk ixúOdk m%p,s; fkdùu 

fyda tjeks ixúOdk fkdue;slu ksid fuu ;;a;ajh ;j ÿrg;a W.% jk w;r fm!oa.,sl nyqúO uQ,H wdh;k 

m%cdj ;=< mj;akd m%dfhda.sl úl,am lsysmfhka tlla njg m;a fõ.

fndfyda ldka;djka iy Tjqkaf.a mjq,a hemqï lDIsl¾ufhys ksr;jk w;r ia:djr wdodhï uQ,dY%hla iïmdokh 

lrk úêu;a /lshd wjia:d fj; Tjqkag m%fõYhla ke;s ;rïh. tfy;a l=gqïn úhoï È.ska È.gu jeä jk w;r 

th flfia fyda imqrd .; hq;=fõ. tjeks ;;a;ajhla ;=<§ laIqø Kh §u wdY%s;j isÿ jk l;sldj ldka;djka 

uQ,Huh jYfhka we;=<;a lr .ekSu yd n, .ekaùu jeä ÈhqKq lsÍu flfrys muKla fkdj laIqø Kh Ndú;hka 

ksid ldka;djka w;aolsk h:d¾:hka ms<sn|j jvd;a ishqï yd mq¿,a wjfndaOhla w;a lr .ekSu flfrys o fhduq 

ùu jeo.;a fõ. ta yd iudkj jeo.;a ;j;a lreKla jkafka §¾> ld,Skj mj;ajd f.k hd fkdyels Kh §fï 

l%u wkq.ukh lrk nyqúO uQ,H wdh;k jvd;a u uekúka kshdukh l< yels jkafka flfia o hkak ms<sn|j 

úêu;aj i,ld ne,Suhs.
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epiwNtw;Wr; RUf;fk; 

mur jiyaPLfspD}lhf gy;NtW fl;lq;fshf Ez;fld; toq;fYf;F Mjutspf;fg;gl;L tUtjhy;> 

,yq;ifiag; nghWj;j tiuapy; ,J xU Gjpa tplaky;y. ,Ug;gpDk;> ngz;fs; kPjhd epjpr;Rik 

kl;Lky;yhJ ghupa tpisTfisf; nfhz;l xU r%fg; gpur;rpidahfTk; fhzg;gLfpd;w ,j;jifa 

fld; toq;fypd; FiwghLfs; Fwpj;J jhkjkhfNt Nfs;tp vOg;gg;gl;Ls;sJ. Fwpg;ghf Aj;jj;jpdhy; 

ghjpf;fg;gl;l tlf;F kw;Wk; fpof;F khfhzq;fspy; cs;s Ez;epjp epWtdq;fspd; ngUf;fk; njhlu;ghf 

mjpf ftdk; nrYj;jg;gl;lJ.     

Aj;jk; epiwtile;jjpy; ,Ue;J> mjpfupj;J tUk; fld;> fld; ngWfpd;w ngz;fs; kw;Wk; mtu;fspd; 

FLk;gq;fs; kPJ mit Vw;gLj;Jfpd;w jhf;fk; Fwpj;J tWik Muha;r;rp epiyakhdJ jdJ nrhe;j 

Ma;TfspD}lhf njhlu;r;rpahf Rl;bf;fhl;baJ. Ruz;liy Nkw;nfhs;Sk; epWtdq;fshfNt gy; epjp 

epWtdq;fis (MFIs) fUJfpd;w nghJkf;fspd; fz;Nzhl;lk; kw;Wk; jw;NghJs;s xOq;FKiwfspy; 

khw;wq;fis Vw;gLj;Jtjw;fhf ,yq;if murhq;fj;jpdhy; Nkw;nfhs;sg;gLk; gugug;ghd eltbf;iffs; 

Nghd;w fz;lwpTfis ntspg;gLj;Jtjw;fhf ,j;jifa Ma;Tfs; elhj;jg;gl;ld. ,j;jifa 

nray;Kiwfs; ngUk;ghyhd ngz; thbf;ifahsu;fis vt;thW ghjpf;fpd;wd vd;gijAk;> Ez;epjp 

fld; toq;fy; nray;KiwifisAk; rpwe;j Kiwapy; Gupe;Jnfhs;stij ,J Nehf;fkhf nfhz;Ls;sJ.     

fld; ngWk; ngz;fspd; mDgtj;ij Kd;Dupikg;gLj;j Ntz;bajpd; mtrpaj;ij mq;fPfupf;Fk; 

nghUl;L> ,j;jifa Ez;epjp fld; eilKiwfs; njhlu;ghf ngz;fs; vt;thwhd mDgtj;jpid 

ngw;Ws;sdu; vd;gJ Fwpj;j jfty;fis ngw;Wf;nfhs;tjw;F ,e;j Ma;thdJ Mokhd Neu;fhzy;fis 

cs;slf;fpa xU gz;Grhu; mZFKiwia gad;gLj;jpaJ. nkhduhfiy> Ky;iyj;jPT kw;Wk; 

kl;lf;fsg;G Nghd;w khtl;lq;fspy; thOk; fld; ngw;w ngz;fsplk; ,Ue;J juT Nrfupf;fg;gl;lJ. 

NkYk;> Ez;epjp epWtdq;fisr; Nru;e;j xU rpy gpujpepjpfSld; ,ize;J ,jNdhL njhlu;Gila 

Njrpa kw;Wk; gpuhe;jpa kl;lj;jpyhd gy;NtW mur gq;Fjhuu;fSld; Neu;fhzy;fs; Nkw;nfhs;sg;gl;ld.      

nghJthf Ez;epjpf;fld; toq;fyhdJ> ngz;fs; jk;ik jw;fhj;Jf;nfhs;sTk; mjd; %yk; mtu;fspd; 

FLk;gq;fs; tWikapy; ,Ue;J tpLglTk; cjtf;$ba flidg; ngw;Wf;nfhs;s mDkjpf;Fk; 

nray;Kiwapid mbg;gilahff; nfhz;Ls;sJ. ,e;j Ez;fldhdJ> ngz;fs; mtu;fsJ FLk;g 

cWg;gpdu;fspd; Fwpg;ghf Foe;ijfspd; Efu;T> fy;tp kw;Wk; Rfhjhu Njitfis G+u;j;jp nra;Ak; 

tifapy; tUkhdj;ij ngw;Wf;nfhs;sf;$ba xU rpW epWtdj;ij epWTtjw;F cjTfpd;wJ. Mdhy; 

xNu khjpupahd fld; ngWgtu;fis mile;Jnfhs;tjw;F fld; toq;Fgtu;fs; kj;jpapy; mjpfsthd 

Nghl;b epyTtjhy; mbg;gil nfhs;iffs; rpijtilfpd;wd. xU FWfpa fhy ,ilntspapy; fld; 

ngWgtu;fSf;F flid toq;Ffpd;w Ez;epjp epWtdq;fshy; gpd;gw;wg;gLfpd;w FWf;F topfis 

fz;lwpTfs; Rl;bf;fhl;Lfpd;wd.      

%d;W khtl;lq;fspYk; jw;NghJ nraw;gLfpd;w ngUk;ghyhd Ez;epjp epWtdq;fshit> kj;jpa 

tq;fpapy; gjpT nra;ag;gl;l tq;fpay;yhj epjp epWtdq;fshFk;. nkhduhfiy khtl;lj;jpy; xU 

rpy tpjptpyf;Ffs; Fwpg;gpl;L fhl;lg;gl;Ls;sd mjhtJ> ,q;F gpuhe;jpa kw;Wk; jdpahu; Ez;epjp 

epWtdq;fs; Fwpg;gplj;jf;fsT rkkhf guhkupf;fg;gl;Ls;sd. ngsjpfuPjpahd ve;jnthU ,Ug;Gkpd;wp> 

,j;jifa Ez;epjp epWtdq;fs; xt;nthU r%fj;jpYk; ika Gs;spahf tpsq;Ffpd;w ngz;fisNa 

ek;gpAs;sNjhL mtu;fspd; trpg;gplkhdJ mtu;fSf;fpilapy; re;jpg;Gf;fis Nkw;nfhs;fpd;w kw;Wk; 

epjp Nrfupg;gpid Nkw;nfhs;fpd;w epiyakhf khw;wkile;Js;sJ. jw;NghJ khjpup nraw;ghLfs; vt;thW 

cs;sd vd;gjw;F FO mikg;Gk;> mtw;wpd; flg;ghLk; ikakhf mikfpd;w mNjNtisapy;> fld; 

ngWtjhy; Vw;glf;$ba Mgj;Jf;fis Fiwf;fpd;w tifapy; Kd;ndr;rupf;ifahf flid jpUk;gr; 

nrYj;jf;$batu;fisNa FO cWg;gpdu;fshf Nju;e;njLf;fpd;w NghjpYk;> r%fj;jpYs;s twpa 

ngz;fs; xJf;fg;gLtjw;F ,J kiwKfkhf toptFf;fpd;wJ. xU rpy Mtzq;fisNa rku;g;gpf;f 

Ntz;bapUg;gjhYk;> thbf;ifahsu;fs; Vw;fdNt ngw;Ws;s fld; Fwpj;J cWjpgLj;Jtjw;F xU 

rpy FWf;F tprhuizfNs Nkw;nfs;sg;gLtjhYk; Vw;fdNt fld; ngw;Ws;s ngz;fSk; $l 

kpff;FWfpa fhyg;gFjpf;Fs; mjhtJ> %d;W ehl;fSf;Fk; Fiwahj fhyg;gFjpf;Fs; fld;fis 

ngw;Wf;nfhs;s Kbfpd;wJ. fld; ngWgtu;fs; ifnahg;gkpl Ntz;ba gbtq;fs; kw;Wk; fld; 
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ngWk;NghJ Nkw;nfhs;sg;gl;l tpyf;Ffs; njhlu;ghd jfty;fs; gy re;ju;g;gq;fspy; fpilf;ff;$bajhf 

,y;iy. NkYk;> gbtq;fs; vg;NghJk; mtu;fspd; nrhe;j nkhopeilapy; ,y;yhjjd; fhuzkhf fld; 

trjpfs; Fwpj;j mbg;gil epge;jidfis mtu;fshy; Gupe;Jnfhs;s Kbtjpy;iy. ngz;fs; jtiz 

Kiwapy; gzj;ij kPsr;nrYj;jf;$batu;fshf ,Ug;gpDk; Ez;epjp epWtdq;fshy; tpjpf;fg;gLfpd;w 

tl;b tPjj;ij nrYj;j Kbahj epiyapy; ,Uf;fpd;whu;fs; vd;gij mtjhdpf;f Kbfpd;wJ.          

mjpfhupfshy; ve;jnthU gupNrhjidfSk; Kd;ndLf;fg;glhjjhy;> ngz;fs; jkJ Efu;Tj; Njit> 

KjyPLfsw;w nryTfs;> mtu;fsJ Foe;ijfspd; fy;tp kw;Wk; Rfhjhu Njitfs; Nghd;wtw;iwg; G+u;j;jp 

nra;tjw;Fk;> ,Wjpr; rlq;Ffs; kw;Wk; G+g;Gdpj ePuhl;L tpoh Nghd;wtw;Wf;F Njitahd epjpapidg; 

ngw;Wf;nfhs;stjw;Fk;  mjpfstpy; fld; ngWfpd;wdu;. ,J flid kPsr; nrYj;Jjy; Fwpj;j 

ftiyia mjpfupf;fpd;wJ. ngz;fs; jkJ fld;fis "vg;gbahtJ my;yJ Ntnwe;j topapyhtJ" 
kPsr; nrYj;Jfpd;w NghJ> mtu;fsJ Efu;tpid jpahfk; nra;jy;> jq;f eiffis mlF itj;jy;> 

ez;gu;fs;> cwtpdu;fs; kw;Wk; Kiwrhuh fld; toq;Fgtu;fsplk; ,Ue;J fld; ngWjy; Nghd;wtw;wpy; 

<LgLfpd;wdu;. cs;@u; r%fj;jpw;F me;epau;fshf ,Uf;fpd;w NghjpYk;> Ez;epjp epWtd mjpfhupfs; 

rf;jptha;e;j epu;thfpfshf nray;gLfpd;wdu;. tha;nkhop %y J~;gpuNahf tbtpy; El;gkhdJk; 

ntspg;gilahdJkhd mr;RWj;jyhdJ> fld; ngw;w midtUk; "flid jpUg;gpr; nrYj;Jk;" tiu 
gzk; t#ypf;Fk; epiyaj;jpy; ,Ue;J nry;tjw;F mDkjpf;fg;gLjpy;iy mj;NjhL fld; ngw;w 

ngz;fspd; tPLfspypUe;J nry;y kWg;gJ ngz;fs; mtu;fsJ fld;fis kPsr;nrYj;Jj;Jtjw;F 

gad;gLj;jg;gLfpd;w nghJthd cj;jpahFk;.   

vdNt ,j;jifa nraw;ghLfs;  fld; nfhLj;jtu;fsplk; ,Ue;J tpLgLtjw;fhf ngz;fis NkYk; gy 

fld;fisg; ngw;Wf;nfhs;Sk; epiyf;F js;Sfpd;wd. ,yFthf flidg; ngw;Wf;nfhs;sf;$bajhfTk;> 

mtu;fsJ gpd;dzp Fwpj;J NghJkhd tprhuizfs; Nkw;nfhs;sg;glhjjd; fhuzkhfTk; mtu;fs; 

gy;NtWgl;l Ez;epjp epWtd FOf;fSld; ,ize;J gy epWtdq;fsplk; ,Ue;J fld;fisg; 

ngw;Wf;nfhs;tjw;F mDkjpf;fg;gLfpd;wd. ngw;Wf;nfhz;l gy fld; trjpfis kPsr; nrYj;Jtjw;F 

ngz;fspd; rpW Nrkpg;Gfs; kw;Wk; (jq;f eiffs; tbtpyhd) nrhj;Jfs; mopf;fg;gLfpd;wd. fld;fis 

kPsr; nrYj;Jtjw;F Kd;Dupik mspf;f Ntz;ba Njit ,Ug;gjd; fhuzkhf rPl;L Nghd;w ghuk;gupa 

Nrkpg;G Kiwfspy; mtu;fshy; <Lgl Kbtjpy;iy. Fwpg;ghf jtizg; gzj;ij ngw;Wf;nfhs;Sk; tiu 

fld; ngw;wtupd; tPl;bypUe;J mjpfhupfs; nry;y kWf;fpd;w NghJ> FLk;gj;jpy; mtu;fsJ fztd;khu;fs; 

kw;Wk; Foe;ijfSld; Vw;gLfpd;w neUf;fb epiyikfshy; mnrsfupaj;ijAk;> kdTisr;risAk; 

mDgtpf;f Ntz;bAs;sjhf fld; ngw;w ngz;fs; njuptpj;jdu;. r%f kl;lj;jpy;> $l;L cj;juthj nfhs;if 

%ykhf ngz;fs; kPJ Vw;gLj;jg;gLfpd;w mOj;jkhdJ neUf;fbfSf;F toptFf;fpd;wJ. ,J ngz;fs; 

kj;jpapy; fhzg;gLfpd;w xw;Wikia rPu;Fiyg;gjhfTk; mr;RWj;JtjhfTk; mikfpd;wJ. mNjNghy;> 

r%fq;fspy; ,j;jifa jdpahu; epWtdq;fspd; CLUtiy jLg;gjw;fhf murhq;f mjpfhupfshy; 

Nkw;nfhs;sg;gLk; jiyaPLfs; Ez;epjp epWtd mjpfhupfs; kw;Wk; fld; ngw;w ngz;fSf;fpilapy; 

neUf;fbfis Vw;gLj;jpAs;sJ. ,g;gpur;rpid Fwpj;J fhty;JiwapdiuAk; mZFfpd;w mNjNeuj;jpy; 

,J Fwpj;J ngwg;gl;l Kiwg;ghLfspdhy; r%f kj;jpa];j rigfs; ngUQ;Rikf;F MshfpAs;sd. 

NkYk;> fpuhk cj;jpNahfj;ju;fs; DS-4 rhd;wpjo;fis toq;fNtz;bAs;sjhy; gy topfspy; rpf;fy;fis 

vjpu;Nehf;fpAs;sdu;.  

,j;jifa gpur;rpidfs; ,Ue;j NghjpYk;> ngz;fspd; Kjy; njupthf ,Uf;fpd;w murpdhy; elhj;jg;gLfpd;w 

tq;fp Kiwikapid mZFtjpy; Vw;gl;l rthy;fs; fhuzkhf jdpahu; Ez;epjp epWtdq;fsplk; 

,Ue;J mtu;fs; njhlu;e;Jk; flidg; ngw;W tUfpd;wdu;. guhk;gupakhf rpW fld;fis toq;Ffpd;w 

r%f mbg;gilapyhd epWtdq;fs; kw;Wk; cs;@u; mur rhu;gw;w epWtdq;fs; ,y;yhjjd; fhuzkhf 

my;yJ mj;jifa epWtdq;fs; rpWfld; toq;Fk; jpl;lj;ij Gwf;fzpg;gjd; fhuzkhf ,e;epiy 

NkYk; jPtpukilfpd;wJ> ,jdhy; fld; ngWtjw;F jdpahu; jiyikapyhd Ez;epjp epWtdq;fNs 

r%fj;jpy; khw;W topKiwahf fhzg;gLfpd;wd. 

ngUk;ghyhd ngz;fs; kw;Wk; mtu;fsJ FLk;gq;fs; tptrhaj;jpy; <Lgl;Ls;sNjhL epiyahd 

tUkhdj;ij juf;$ba Kiwrhu; Ntiytha;g;Gfis mZFtjw;fhd re;ju;g;gk; FiwthfNt 

fhzg;gLfpd;wJ. vt;thwpUg;gpDk;> FLk;g nryTfs; njhlu;e;Jk; mjpfupg;gNjhL vg;gbahtJ mit 

G+u;j;jp nra;ag;gLfpd;wd. ,j;jifa xU #o;epiyapy;> Ez;fld; eilKiwfspD}lhf ngz;fs; 
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mDgtpf;fpd;w cz;ik epiyikfis NkYk; El;gkhfTk; MokhfTk; Gupe;Jnfhs;tjw;F> ngz;fisAk;> 

epjp Nrfupg;gpidAk; Cf;Ftpf;fpd;w xU tplakhf Ez;epjpf;flid ghu;g;gjpy; ,Ue;J tpyfp rpe;jpg;gJ 

mtrpakhfpd;wJ. mNjNghy> ePbj;J epiyj;jpUf;ff;$ba fld; toq;Fk; eilKiwfis nfhz;bUf;fhj 

Ez;epjp epWtdq;fis vt;thW rpwe;j Kiwapy; xOq;FgLj;JtJ Fwpj;J fUj;jpy; nfhs;s Ntz;baJk; 

mtrpakhfpd;wJ.  
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Introduction 

In Sri Lanka, the euphoria surrounding the ability of microcredit to enable the poor to borrow and thus, access 
financial services is increasingly brought into question. To its proponents, it is seen as a viable strategy to 
reduce poverty by increasing access to financial services. Critics, however, argue that the micro-credit sector is 
increasing debt by incentivising unsustainable levels of borrowing. With the Government of Sri Lanka (GoSL) 
seeking to strengthen financial inclusion (Central Bank of Sri Lanka (CBSL) Annual Report 2017, 281; Daily 
Mirror, March 2018), it is important to unpack and understand this rising discontent with microcredit, especially 
in light of the proliferation of Microfinance Institutes (MFIs) in Sri Lanka. It is in this light that the Centre for 
Poverty Analysis (CEPA) conducted this study specifically focusing on the practices adopted by the MFIs in 
micro-lending and their effects on the female borrowers.   

Current Context in Sri Lanka with regard to Microfinance

Microfinance has become a mainstay in the Sri Lankan financial landscape. According to the Lanka Microfinance 
Practitioners’ Association (LMFPA), data gathered from 37 MFIs for 2017/18, indicates over 2.8 million active 
borrowers (of which over 2.4 million are women) with a total loan portfolio of Rs. 94 billion rupees. These MFIs 
also serve over 2.4 million depositors and hold deposits to the value of Rs. 33,249,899,424 (LMFPA, 2018a). 
However, the data does not reflect the ground reality as a large number of MFIs, by some estimates amounting 
to thousands (Kongovi and Sinha, n.d.) operate beyond the purview of any regulatory body. 

The expansion of the microfinance sector as a possible lender has simultaneously given rise to concerns about 
mounting debt and the inability of poor women, specifically those living in the North and the East (i.e. directly 
war-affected) to service their credit. Debt-related suicide is reported frequently in the media with a few garnering 
international media attention (Srinivasan, 2017). One of the first signs of problems associated with microcredit 
arose from Batticaloa, where the then District Secretary, took the unprecedented step of issuing restrictions 
on micro-lending by private MFIs including the imposition of a cap on interest rates. Although these conditions 
were later withdrawn, guidelines have been issued instead to tackle the social issues related to microcredit 
lending, especially to curtail the presence of male MFI officers in the local communities in the evenings. 

Nationally, the fear of debt traps has caught the attention of the government. In the latter part of 2017, following 
a visit to the North, the Governor of the Central Bank stated the consideration of a “mixture of responses” to 
counter rising debt concerns. This included a moratorium, increasing the maturity of loans and an exploration 
of the reduction or a cap on interest (Srinivasan, 2017). It was later reported that a six-month moratorium 
was issued for loans up to Rs. 50,000 obtained by Northern Province residents, following a visit by the Minister 
of Finance and the Governor of the Central Bank in April 2018 (Razak, April 2018; Rubatheesan, July 2018). 
However, subsequent media reports indicate that people remain unaware of this declaration (Rubatheesan, July 
2018).  

In August 2018, the Finance Minister announced a debt moratorium targeting women who had accrued loans 
less than 100,000 rupees, making some 75,000 women eligible for this ‘relief’. To be implemented in 12 districts1  
adversely affected by the drought, the initial phase was to be rolled out by 1 September 2018. This would 
target women who had borrowed less than 100,000 rupees prior to 30 June, 2018, at an interest rate of over 
35 percent and were unable to repay the installments for three months or more.  Recognising that women were 
multiple borrowers, the capital of the largest loan was to be eligible under the moratorium (EconomyNext, 02 
August 2018). It is unclear if this programme was indeed successful in supporting the clients of these MFIs.   

1 The districts identified are Trincomalee, Ampara, Batticaloa, Jaffna, Mullaitivu, Killinochchi, Vavuniya, Mannar, Kurunegala, Puttalam, 
Anuradhapura and Polonnaruwa (Official Government News Portal of Sri Lanka (25 July 2018). 
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In the face of rising accusations against the MFIs, the LMFPA launched a Code of Conduct for its 76-strong 
member group in the latter part of 2018. It seeks to reduce indebtedness by such measures as ensuring 
that only up to 40 percent of the household income is channelled towards loans and that any loan amount 
above 200,000 rupees will only be granted when 75 percent of existing loans are settled. The maintenance of 
transparency, loan disbursement and recovery practices, healthy competition and the quality of staff through 
periodic trainings, along with development of a feedback mechanism and information sharing are some of the 
other guidelines issued. Though self-regulatory, the LMFPA will investigate any complaints lodged against the 
members and if found in violation, the MFI stands to lose its membership (LMFPA, 2018b). How far this Code of 
Conduct would aid to “reign in” practices that are detrimental to both the borrowers and the sector as a whole, 
is unknown especially in light of the implementation of the Microfinance Act No. 06 of 2016.  

While the introduction of the Act was welcomed in some quarters, the setbacks with regard to regulating the 
sector continue to persist. For instance, MFIs can choose to apply for a license or continue to operate but 
without mobilising savings (Tilakaratna and Sooriyamudali, 2016). While there is provision in the Act for the 
Monetary Board to impose an interest rate cap, its impact would be rather limited, especially if a majority of the 
MFIs can operate outside of the regulatory body. However, one of the protections that the regulation offers is 
safeguarding the deposits of the clients of the MFIs which successfully gain the license from the Central Bank. 
According to the CBSL, by the end of 2017, only nine applications were received for consideration of issuing a 
license. Interviews with the Central Bank officials last year also indicated that the anticipated number of licenses 
would not exceed 20 - a target stated elsewhere as well (Tilakaratna and Sooriyamudali, 2016).

When juxtaposed against the landscape of postwar socio-economic conditions, the implications of the exponential 
growth of the MFI sector cannot be ignored. Research conducted by CEPA in the north (Romeshun, Gunasekara, 
Munas, 2014) found that people increasingly rely on private finance and leasing companies to access credit 
since they lacked collateral to access financial services from state and commercial banks. Even where well-
intentioned donor interventions attempted to ease the burden of debt – particularly in connection to housing 
construction – such efforts could not by itself, address the underlying concerns “…that are deeply linked to 
the broader structural issues of the political economy of the North” (Gunasekara, Najab and Munas, 2015, xi). 
A recently concluded study further elaborates the nexus between entrepreneurship and debt noted among 
women entrepreneurs in the East (Ranawana and Senn, 2019).  

The impacts of unsustainable lending and outreach, however, extend beyond the directly war-affected regions. 
CEPA’s findings indicate that community mediation boards are burdened with resolving cases related to defaulting 
of microcredit loans by women borrowers (Munas and Lokuge, 2016). Furthermore, a commissioned study 
conducted in six districts found that women are increasingly seeking to work overseas as a means to “pay off” 
accrued microcredit debt (International Labour Organisation, 2018).

Despite these associated ‘problems’, the promotion of access to microcredit as a viable pathway out of poverty 
continues unabated. In the absence of critical analyses, questions regarding how such access can potentially 
lead to women being burdened with debt remain largely under-explored. Similarly, other questions also persist. 
How do MFIs balance the social missions with that of maximising profits? How have such MFIs adapted to 
differentiate themselves from the “pack” and thus remain competitive? And more importantly, despite the public 
discourse, why do women continue to borrow from sources of credit that are considered exploitative? This study 
tackles some of these questions by examining the microcredit practices adopted by the MFIs and how these 
impact the female borrowers.

The remaining sections of this paper provide a review of the global literature and those that have focused on Sri 
Lanka in order to position the study within the status quo of existing knowledge and details the methodology 
adopted for the study. Thereafter, the paper explores the practices adopted by MFIs in Sri Lanka, as viewed 
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through the experiences of women borrowers, the implications of such borrowings and why women continue 
to borrow. The paper concludes by reflecting on the implications to the women borrowers, the community at 
large and the MFI sector.   
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Microcredit and its Approach to Lending: A Review of the 
Literature

The promise of microcredit peaked in the early 2000s (Bateman, 2002), with the United Nations’ declaration 
of 2005 as the International Year of Microcredit (United Nations, 2004). In 2006, Dr. Muhammad Yunus and 
the Grameen Bank were jointly awarded the Nobel Peace Prize “for their efforts to create economic and social 
development from below” (The Nobel Peace Prize, 2006.). Since then, however, its ability to be the panacea for 
poverty alleviation has stymied (Bateman, 2012; Duvendack Palmer-Jones, Copestake Hooper Loke and Rao, 
2012).  

Discourse and practice have also shifted away from the provision of mere micro-credit services to the offering 
of a more comprehensive package of financial services, encompassing, micro-savings, credit and insurance 
(Pomeranz, 2014). While micro-credit and micro-finance are at times used interchangeably, the differentiation 
is important, particularly in the Sri Lankan context, to understand the types of financial services offered to 
the poor. While literature on microcredit has captured many of these ebbs and flows, the general tendency 
is to assess microcredit’s impact in supporting people move out of poverty (Fouillet, Hudon, Harriss-White & 
Copestake, 2013). 

For the purpose of this study, the sections below discuss some of the general practices associated with microfinance 
and the growing body of work that questions the fundamental priniciples that governing microcredit. The section 
concludes by providing an overview of the fast-changing context in Sri Lanka in this regard.  

Beyond the support of enterprises

Despite evidence that over-lending and over-borrowing by clients have resulted in microfinance crises arising 
in different parts of the globe (Cull and Morduch, 2017), the underlying practices of MFIs are rarely examined 
in depth. Instead, the major focus of the studies has been to assess the capacity of microfinance to alleviate or 
reduce poverty. The findings are mixed, as noted in several reviews; more recent studies have established that 
the outcomes are generally heterogeneous in nature; age, gender and income level of the borrowers matter 
just as changes in power structures within the community (Hudon and Sandberg, 2013, 565). A comprehensive, 
systematic review of the existent studies assessing the impact of microfinance lending has found no evident 
positive impact of such lending among borrowers (Duvendeck et al., 2012, 75). Given these limits of impact 
assessments to capture the lived realities of the borrowers, there are growing calls to look at the practices 
embedded within the microfinance model. This, it is argued, would help throw light on how such microfinance 
practices are embedded within local institutions, how women discover and attach meanings to these processes 
and also on how they perceive empowerment (Guérin, Kumar and Agier, 2013, 76).

Since microfinance “view…the poor as budding entrepreneurs, who, with access to formal financial services, 
would pull themselves out of poverty through business development, asset accumulation and wealth creation” 
(Dichter, 2007 as quoted by Dey and Steyaert, 2010, 96), financing is generally targeted at small-scale 
enterprises. However, such capacity to strengthen or help expand these small-scale enterprises has been 
questioned (Bateman, 2012), with several studies indicating only moderate outcomes from accessing micro 
credit. But this singular understanding of microfinance as supporting enterprises itself is misplaced. 

More recent studies show that credit facilities are considerably directed towards meeting household expenses 
(Cull and Morduch, 2017; Wichterich, 2012; Rankin 2002). Micro-credit, can in some instances, act as an asset 
that enables women to respond to gaps in consumption and in meeting health expenditure (Cull and Morduch, 
2017). 
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However, since the focus has been on enterprise development and/or growth, there is adherence to the principle 
of group lending. Group liability is seen as a means of moderating the effects of issuing non-collatarised 
financing to the poor (Schuster, 2014, 568). In addition,  

… clients have an incentive to screen other clients so that only trustworthy individuals 
with good projects are allowed into the program. In addition, clients have incentives 
to make sure that funds are invested well and that effort is exerted. Finally, repayment 
enforcement is enhanced as clients face both legal and peer pressure. Thus, by effectively 
shifting the responsibility of certain tasks from the lender to the clients, group liability 
claims to overcome information asymmetries typically found in credit markets especially 
for poor households without collateral (Gine and Karlan, 2014, 65). 

Such joint liability does not always benefit the clients. For example, the fellow members have to bear the cost 
of any failures of the enterprise but not necessarily when such an enterprise succeeds (Fischer, 2013, 883). 
Similarly, it may disproportionately penalise the “good” clients who have to contribute towards the repayment 
of her “bad” colleagues, “resulting in higher dropouts and the destruction of social capital among members…” 
(Gine and Karlan, 2014, 73). Although in some instances, this has led the MFIs to promote individual borrowing, 
such changes are also effected within the structure of the ‘loan societies’ (Schuster, 2014). In instances where 
MFIs have experimented with promoting individual borrowings, the outcomes for the MFIs appear to be mixed, 
thus group liability continues to be a general principle adhered to, by the MFIs. 

Authors like Rankin (2002) have also argued that group liability acts as a form of social collateral, “by ensuring 
against default through social sanction and peer enforcement (p. 12). While this may result in the re-negotiation 
of the social contract, this does not always generate positive outcomes, especially as such spaces “can be 
oriented to serve the goal of capital accumulation (Keating, Rasmussen and Rishi, 2010, 163). Furthermore, 
women will self-select the members for their group (along caste/class lines), thus excluding the poorest of the 
poor (Rankin, 2002). 

Moreover, the principle governing group lending which views only positive outcomes through the establishment 
of an associational relationship has also been questioned, largely on the grounds that such rigorous peer-
monitoring “can generate an environment of hostility and coercion that in practice atomizes rather than unites 
them” (Rankin, 2002, 16). Hence, what may initially look as a straight-forward attempt to collectivise the clients 
(mostly women) at the community level, can render much change within the social fabric, especially in how 
power relations and social contracts can be realigned along the lines of those who can and cannot access credit. 

To enable the poor to access credit that is otherwise denied to them through the more formalised mainstream 
financial services, the MFIs generally charge comparatively higher interest rates. Though counter-intuitive in 
relation to the clientele of MFIs, this has been largely defended on the basis of the higher risks and costs 
involved in lending to the poor (Fernando, 2006; Hudon and Sandberg, 2013). The introduction of an interest 
ceiling is considered by some to be counterproductive (Fernando 2006), especially since MFIs in the Non-
Governmental Organisations (NGO) sector has been largely subsidised by multilateral donors and the respective 
governments. A further defense is that MFIs offer a lower interest rate in comparison to informal lenders (Cull 
and Morduch, 2017).  But the question of why the MFIs do not generally offer a receding interest rate on the 
existing capital continues to dog the industry. 

The idea of facilitating access to finance to the poor has been undermined in some contexts through the 
imposition of external surveillance, especially through crosschecks carried out on the credit-worthiness of the 
women borrowers. In Paraguay, inclusion into the formal financial services “is actually premised on the implicit – 
though rarely discussed – threat of permanent exclusion”. When women are unable to repay the loan, they are 
prevented from accessing credit facilities from other financial institutes, a threat that the borrowers considered 
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a “horrifying prospect”. (Schuster, 2014, 572). While such cross-checks maybe common and can be helpful, the 
implications to the women borrowers can be dramatic – women were found to compromise on meeting their 
family needs in order to repay the loans somehow and stay ahead of being branded unworthy of credit.  

This also raises the question of how clients service their credit. The repayment schedules are considered 
unsuitable for the agriculture sector in particular, as the grace period and the credit terms are considered too 
short: 

No vegetable grows as fast as the farmer’s repayment schedule. And where women 
start selling eggs, running a food stall, collecting medicinal herbs and the like, there is a 
general tendency to repeat similar ventures, leading to market overkill. They soon must 
deal with excess supply and face predatory competition on local markets, rather than 
securing a stable and sustainable livelihood (Wichterich, 2017, 287). 

Pushing people to begin repaying the loan soon after it is granted, without a grace period, also discourages 
investment in the long-run, disallowing the clients to aspire to long-term growth (Cull and Morduch, 2017). 
At the same time, the proliferation of MFIs and the open competition within the sector, adds pressure on the 
collectors who in turn, pressurise the borrowers to repay somehow, leading to accusations of harassment and 
exploitation (Maitrot, 2018). Rather than being transformative, research points to how the terms and conditions 
of the credit facilities may prevent women from repaying. One of the cumulative concerns raised, therefore, is 
that “MF not only has counter-productive economic effects but also reduces the durable social networks, social 
status and acquaintance of clients [who are] unable to repay. (Fouillet et al.,2013). 

The targeting of women as a “favoured group” (Wichterich, 2017, 276), continues to hold sway within the 
sector. This is in spite of doubts raised on the viability of microcredit being empowering. In general, microcredit 
is viewed as a means of correcting a gendered injustice where women, in contrast to men, had few to no 
personal assets (Schuster, 2014). Lending to women was considered to carry long term effects as this would 
enable women (and their households) to ‘migrate’ out of poverty through engagement in small scale enterprises. 
Women are also generally considered to be more reliable in terms of repayment, leading to high repayment 
and lower default rates (Wichterich, 2017; Rankin, 2002). As noted by Bateman (2012) and Wichterich (2012), 
repayment as high as 98 percent was used as a ‘carrot’ to encourage investments into the sector. 

Within the microcredit discourse, women are generally portrayed as ‘change agents’ who can change the 
direction of their households through such credit access. But the nexus of microcredit and empowerment has 
come in for much criticism, leading some to term such access as “empowerment debt” (Rankin, 2008). A core 
problem is that empowerment is narrowly defined to entail only economic ‘empowerment’ at the cost of sidelining 
the social, political and structural elements that impede women’s progress in general (Radhakrishnan and 
Solari, 2015; Wichterich, 2017; Rankin, 2002). Critics view microfinance advocates co-opting the empowerment 
rhetoric to enable capitalist accumulation (Keating, et al., 2010) leading to the notion that empowerment can 
now be easily resolved by market forces. The major concern is the failure to acknowledge the need for a multi-
layered approach to addressing empowerment, in preference for market-oriented solutions (Radhakrishnan and 
Solari, 2015). Moreover, by treating women as a homogenous group, MF practices also fail to recognise that 
women’s “empowerment” is determined by the intersecting identities of caste, class, gender and the strength 
of their social network and kinship support, among many other factors (Guérin, Kumar and Agier, 2013, 76).

The criticisms also stem from an examination of the underlying premise of microfinance which positions the 
“poor as agents of their own survival” and “obscures the structural sources of inequality produced by the 
present political-economic conjuncture” (Rankin, 2002). 
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By firmly entrenching the core problem facing poor people as being their lack of 
assets, and the core solution being innovation to reduce credit market failure, it shifts 
attention away from other possibilities: that poverty is also borne of rampant inequality 
and of rotten relationships that are rife with coercion, discrimination exploitation, and 
powerlessness, for example (Copestake et al., 2015, 5). 

The ideology of the “rational economic woman” (Rankin, 2001) therefore, is central to this notion of empowerment 
and is critiqued for being both top-down and ignoring the underlying structural factors that constrain women’s 
ability to be independent. At the same time, women are being told to be both economically independent while 
fulfilling their traditional role of daughter, wife and mother within the family (Keating, et al., 2010; Wichterich, 
2017). Such an approach further entrenches gendered roles and hierarchies rather than challenging the status 
quo.  

Beyond the concerns raised on the narrow definition of what constitutes empowerment, the extent to which 
microfinance can be ‘empowering’ is becoming more problematic in light of the commercialisation of micro-
lending NGOs into profit-making MFIs (Fouillet et al., 2018). This has, rightly, raised fears that the social missions 
of the MFIs have been largely subsumed in preference for profit, resulting in a “mission drift” (Copestake, 2007). 
It is argued that the present-day MFIs engage in a trade-off that sidelines the social mission of microfinance in 
order to survive in a highly competitive, and at times, overcrowded sector (Hudon and Sandberg, 2013). Such 
transformations can have far-reaching repercussions: 

“The predatory and fraudulent strategies and tactics developed by field-level staff to 
achieve the targets affect the social performance of the MFI in ways that contradict its 
stated social mission...[resulting in] a ‘practice drift’. These informal yet institutionalized 
practices shape client recruitment and follow-up, loan renewals, top-up loans and 
repayment collection procedures” (Maitrot, 2018, 4). 

This transformation has led to increases in lending targets, adding pressure on the loan officers to meet 
unrealistic targets. Rather than extending services to the financially marginalised, loan officers ‘encourage’ 
the existing clients “to repay current debts by taking out new and bigger loans” thus leading to a “reworking 
of the existing debt relationship” (Fouillet et al., 2018). Loan officers thus perform a central role in linking the 
borrowers with the larger financial systems that operate beyond the reach of the local communities (Maitrot, 
2018). But their role has not received much attention. 

The few that do, illustrate how the nature of such relationships is informed by the process adopted in providing 
and accessing loans through the MFIs. In Zambia for example, officers see-saw between the “task oriented” 
and “nurturing” roles they are called upon to perform. Given the pressure to collect debt, the officers prioritise 
recoveries over assessing the loan applications and organising the clients into groups. The impact on the women 
is varied. Women experience verbal abuse and sexual harassment by the officials and feel tense and anxious 
on the collection day (Dixon, Ritchie and Siwale, 2007). These practices are “characteristic of the enabling 
organisational structures and management systems of commercial, standardised and low-costWW models of 
microfinance implementation with insufficient social-performance monitoring and framework” (Maitrot, 2018, 
26). 

The commercialisation of the industry has also led to a review of the role of the State. On one hand, the entry 
of the private sector into micro-lending has helped reduce political patronage that was required in order to 
access credit (Fouillet et al. 2018); on the other, there is criticism that the state has withdrawn itself from 
providing social safety nets to the poor as microfinance is envisioned as a ‘catch-all’ solution. This is especially 
true in cases where the state subsidises MFIs instead of funding better-targeted and therefore, more effective 
poverty-reduction efforts (Bateman, 2012). With development assistance providers acting as a mediator, “the 
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‘enabling’ state in the Global South is giving the poor, market instruments to manage their poverty on their 
own initiative” (Wichterich, 2017, 294), thus leading to financial inclusion goals overtaking those that deal with 
multidimensional aspects of development.

Micro Finance in Sri Lanka

Lending or borrowing money to help with difficult financial crunches or to support livelihoods is not new to Sri 
Lanka. Formal lending practices hark back to the early twentieth century, with the introduction and support of 
the cooperative movement by the then Ceylonese government (Senanayake, 2002; Premaratna, 2009). By the 
early 1960s, state owned and then private commercial banks were offering microcredit facilities (Gant, de Silva, 
Atapattu, and Durrant, 2002) with state intervention reaching its peak with the establishment of the National 
Development Trust Fund in 1991 as the “apex lending institution” (Premaratna, 2009).

By the 1990s, microcredit was recognised as a tool to alleviate poverty and both government and non-
governmental organisations widely adopted this approach (Premaratna, 2009). Critical among these is the 
Samurdhi Savings and Credit programme, established in 1997 by the GoSL and which has over two million 
members (Tilakaratna and Hulme, 2015; Atapattu 2009).  During the same period, NGO-led MFIs grew rapidly 
with a number of commercial banks also entering the sector. Such growth increased in the post-tsunami recovery 
period through a fresh infusion of donor funds (Tilakaratna and Hulme, 2015). Though there is assertion that 
the non-banking financial sector would play a significant role in the future (Premaratna, 2009), this early 
literature, makes no mention of its entry into microfinance lending (Tilakaratna and Wickramasinghe 2005; 
Premaratna 2009). 

Although microfinance focuses on women and on the entrepreneurial poor, data indicates that the programmes 
tend to overlook the extreme poor in preference for the moderately poor (Tilakaratna and Wickramasinghe, 
2005) resulting in different outcomes. Average gains on savings and income at the household level for the 
poor have been noted (De Silva, 2012), with an improvement in assets among the middle income quintile 
and improvements in employment among higher income categories, while the very poor show an increase in 
consumption. (Tilakaratna and Wickramasinghe, 2005). In one study, over 50 percent indicated that they had 
no savings prior to the introduction of the MFIs thus pointing to the central role MFIs play in encouraging the 
savings habit (Tilakaratna and Wickramasinghe, 2005). 

The presence of the MFIs however, has not led to a sidelining of the informal lenders. Although microcredit lending 
helps mitigate risks such as crop failures, for other emergency expenses (sickness, death in family, personal 
uncertainties) borrowers were found to rely on informal lenders as well (Tilakaratna and Wickramasinghe, 
2005). In other instances, informal lending was an important source of credit to meet costs of consumption 
(De Alwis, 2009) as well. When such borrowing from varied sources are taken into account, multiple borrowing 
was found to be as high as 70 percent at the household level, aided by the presence of four or more financial 
institutes at the Grama Niladhari (GN) level in some instances (Tilakaratna and Hulme, 2015). 

As indicated in the global literature, understanding of women’s empowerment is quite narrow in Sri Lanka. 
While there is some confirmation of the capacity of microfinance lending to support women, women’s access 
to outside markets and their age were found to determine the room for empowerment (Herath, Guneratne 
and Sanderatne, 2015). Reflecting these varied outcomes, Shaw (2004) concludes that microenterprise credit 
does not necessarily support reducing poverty because of other factors “although it can work well for clients 
who are close to the poverty line and live in environments with the conditions necessary to sustain high-value 
microenterprises”. 
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Access to credit in the post-war context has received some attention. Although there is agreement of the 
importance of access to financial services in a post-war context due to “high levels of poverty, few formal 
employment opportunities, and a traditional agriculture and fishery based economy” (Tritschler & Bartocha, 
2007), there remains little understanding on general trends (Kajenthiran, Achchuthan and Ajanthan, 2017; 
Thilepan and Thiruchelvam, 2011) especially in light of the overwhelming presence of non-banking financial 
institutes in the region. A study conducted in Mullaitivu and Killinochchi found that resettled communities were 
struggling to access credit because of the lack of documentation, collateral and information on the availability 
of credit facilities (Morais, Matthews, Thevathas and Kokularajah, 2012, 15-16). The conditions in which the 
resettled communities were living are viewed as increasing the likelihood of borrowing to “cope” rather than to 
invest:  

 “In the case of recent returnees, the expression of the need for credit was high. 
In a context where recent returnees are still struggling to re-start livelihood activities 
and where support for household food needs through distributions is tapering off, it is 
anticipated that a large portion of credit taken by recent returnees will likely be spent 
on consumption and housing needs. While the recent returnees would like to take loans, 
this might finally increase their burden in terms of repayment (18). 

The subsequent studies conducted by CEPA (Romeshun, Gunasekara, Munas, 2014; Gunasekara, Najab and 
Munas, 2015) confirm these concerns raised and also begin to engage with the social implications of multiple 
borrowings in the context of the absence of concerted efforts to improve livelihoods. 

Interestingly, in terms of the changing role of MFIs, a study assessing a commercial bank’s microcredit outreach 
concluded that the bank has expanded through a tradeoff between sustainability and outreach (Perera, n.d). 
Similarly, Wijesiri, Vigano and Meoli (2015), find that the relatively older MFIs were experiencing a form of 
mission drift. What is problematic is that MFIs with more social efficiency were losing profits in contrast to those 
that were more financially exposed as the latter were able to attract new lenders. In terms of expansion of the 
industry, the absence of a comprehensive regulatory system, the poor quality of human resources within MFIs, 
the involvement of the GoSL in provision of credit and the lack of transparency and standardisation have been 
identified as constraints that keep the industry from a growth trajectory (Venkatapathy and Pretheeba, 2012).  

But the evolving nature of the sector has also raised the spectre of a financial crash within the sector. Examining 
panel data, Tilakaratna and Hulme (2015) argue that despite increases in multiple borrowing – an increase “by 
255 percent between 2006–2007 and 2009–2010” - a repeat of the Andra Pradesh scenario is unlikely in Sri 
Lanka. They argue that moderate levels of debt (less than two percent reported an income-debt ratio exceeding 
50 percent), savings that act as partial collateral, low-risk loan products and a relatively more diverse MFI sector, 
help mitigate the fears of a “bust” in the microfinance sector (Tilakaratna and Hulme, 2015, 58). 

Although the importance of the GoSL regulating the microfinance sector has been discussed, there is no 
consensus on the degree to which the sector must be monitored. For instance, some argue against regulation 
as it helps create an enabling environment for ‘commercialisation’ of the sector. The authors further recommend 
that the government removes debt relief and instead, target “the most vulnerable with grant funded activities 
and restructure and depoliticise such programmes as Samurdhi ” (Gant et al., 2002, 29). In contrast, a more 
critical perspective on the role of the State also exists:  

“It is no coincidence that the growth of global enthusiasm for microfinance has taken 
place in a context of shrinking resources for rural development and social services…. 
Development strategies based on self-reliance are unlikely to have much effect in the 
absence of an enabling environment which supports the efforts of the poor to develop 
their productive capacity. Microenterprise development programmes need to be 
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complemented by investment in social and physical infrastructure; they are no substitute 
for it. The reorientation of development spending towards rural capital projects may well 
go further than any other investment towards reducing poverty” (Shaw, 2004, 1262). 

In conclusion, while much has been written about the micro-credit sector in Sri Lanka, drawing out a clearer 
picture of the current status is challenging. Conducted over a decade ago, Tilakaratna and Wickramasinghe’s 
(2005) study remains one of the most comprehensive in Sri Lanka, covering 17 districts excluding the North 
and East. While useful, the study predates the entry of the non-banking financial sector into microfinance. 
Furthermore, the lack of ‘coverage’ in the literature with regard to the status of lending and the presence of the 
MFI sector in the post-2009, North and East is a visible gap in the literature, especially in light of the flurry of 
activity and public debate around high levels of indebtedness. At the same time, despite women being targeted 
by programmes, including the state-run Samurdhi programme, they remain invisible within this impact-based 
approach of analysis. 

In the fast-evolving MFI sector in Sri Lanka though, the need for research that focuses on women’s experiences 
of MF lending and how they position the role of the MFIs in their everyday lives is of importance. This is 
especially important in light of literature identifying that, certain MFIs may be engaging in a tradeoff that 
sidelines the social mission for the sake of long-term stability that is achievable through profit-making. 

Methodological Approach

Partly informed by CEPA’s own findings from different studies pointing to indebtedness as an emergent 
complication for households, the study was initiated with the primary objective of understanding whether the 
processes adopted by the microfinance sector in Sri Lanka has evolved and if so, how these changes then 
impact the female borrowers. 

In order to explore this relationship, the study was guided by two main research questions:

 1. How do microfinance institutes lend to the poor and how do women perceive  
  these practices  adopted by MFIs? 
 2. How does access to microfinance/credit affect the female borrowers and the  
  community at large?

In line with the research questions, the study adopted a qualitative approach to data collection. The choice 
for qualitative over quantitative was informed by the current debate centering on how best to conduct studies 
related to microcredit lending. There is growing popularity of the notion that Randomised Controlled Trials 
(RCTs) are the best suited to assess the impact of microfinance activities (Pomeranz, 2014). However, such 
studies also generate mixed results, raising questions of generalisabilty in light of the external factors that 
affect lending/borrowing patterns. Furthermore, such a deterministic, linear approach to examining microcredit 
lending, sidelines the experiences of female borrowers. In general, these studies fail to capture the ground 
realities that women encounter, especially since microfinance is largely viewed as empowering women. Such 
approaches reinforce the notion that microfinance is in essence a “situation where the affluent (read: the 
[global] north) gains the upper hand in determining the course of development and where beneficiaries (read: 
the poor) are increasingly supposed to act according to the giver’s premises and practices” (Dey and Steyaert, 
2010). Thus, the borrowers who are mostly women, are framed as mere subjects of microcredit. 

Recognising these limitations, this study focused on “privileging” the experiences of the women (Khan, 2016), 
over a more static analysis to assess the impact of microfinance. Moreover, the focus was on examining the 
practices adopted by microfinance institutes as experienced by women. The study therefore, does not adhere 
to clear-cut parameters afforded through impact assessments, (Khan, 2016), but points to the ways in which 
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the women themselves perceive their access to such institutes and to credit. 

Locations of the study

Data collection was carried out in the Mullaitivu, Batticaloa and Monaragala Districts. Spanning a period of 
ten months, the initial scoping visits to Batticaloa, Monaragala and Mullaitivu were conducted subsequent to 
discussions with government and non-governmental stakeholders in Colombo which were completed by July 
2017. During the scoping visits, discussions were held with government officials (including the District Secretary, 
Divisional Secretaries/Assistant Divisional Secretary) and community members (non-borrowers and women who 
had at some point, borrowed from MFIs) in order to explore the general trends noted by the different ‘actors’. 

Selection of respondents

The selection of the communities in the three districts was partly informed by the Key Person Interviews (KPIs) 
conducted during the scoping phase and partly by concerns regarding accessibility to such communities. The 
primary criterion in identifying respondents was to speak to women who had, at some point, borrowed money 
from a micro lender. Rather than focus only on private MFIs, the sample included women who had borrowed from 
state-led institutes such as Samurdhi and other community based and NGO-led institutes as well. Respondents 
were identified with the assistance of key individuals in the community. 

In addition, government stakeholders and a few representatives of MFIs were also interviewed. This included, 
at the national level, representatives of the Central Bank of Sri Lanka, the NGO Secretariat, academics and 
practitioners of microfinance. At the district-level, interviews were held with government officials attached to the 
Divisional Secretariat office, including the Grama Niladharis. Accessing officials of the private MFIs was the most 
challenging culminating in two interviews with private MFI representatives and one with a regional manager of 
a NGO-led MFI in Mullaitivu.  

Field work at the identified sites in the three districts was concluded between March and May 2018. A semi-
structured interview guideline was developed following a review of the information collected from the scoping 
visits. Data was collected from a total of 106 microcredit borrowers. In addition, two focus group discussions 
– one each in Monaragala and Mullaitivu were conducted. The breakdown of the interviews conducted at the 
three locations is provided below. 

Table 1: Number of interviews conducted in the districts of Monaragala, Batticaloa  
   and  Mullaitivu

District Borrowers Government 
officials Lenders Other 

stakeholders Total

Monaragala 35 03 01 01 40

Batticaloa 36 04 00 - 40

Mullaitivu 35 09 03 - 47

Total 106 16 04 01 127

 
Despite much public debate around the issue of microcredit lending, during the scoping visits, it was noted that 
women showed a reluctance to speak about their borrowing habits. While in many communities, a lot of women 
are clients of MFIs, the inability to service some of the loans make them less open to inquiry from outsiders. 
In designing the questions, special attention was paid to these aspects. For instance, women were hesitant to 
openly discuss the multiple loans they had borrowed. Instead, they discussed only a single loan or two loans. 
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Questions therefore, were adapted to ask about the daily routines of the women (i.e. from Monday to Friday) 
and identify their participation in multiple borrower groups. 

A lesson learned through the scoping visits is the particularities of the language women used in order to speak 
of microcredit.  The terms “loan”, “sathi loan” (weekly loans) and “naya samithi” (credit societies) are commonly 
used by women to refer to microcredit lending by private and NGO MFIs. In contrast, credit accessed through 
Samurdhi and other state-led institutes such as the Regional Cooperative Banks are referred to as “naya” (in 
Sinhalese). These subtle nuances were important because of some women’s insistence that they had not taken 
“loans” but were presently, clients of the Samurdhi Societies. 

Data coding and analysis

Information shared during the interviews was not audio-recorded but extensive notes were taken. These were 
later coded into the sub-themes and themes using the NVivo software for analysis. All the interviews have been 
anonymised to protect the identities of the respondents. 
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The Embedded Practices of Microcredit Lending: Findings from 
the Three Locations

This section focuses mostly on the lending practices adopted by MFIs operating at the local level and on the 
process adopted and the targeting of the women specifically. 

While efforts to bring MFIs into the financial mainstream through the Microfinance Act (2016) is underway 
nationally, at the local level, data indicates there is an overwhelming presence of regulated, licensed, non-
bank financial institutes operating as MFIs. This then raises greater questions around how such regulated, 
commercial entities adopt a social mission to its profit-oriented base of operation. The following sections ‘break 
down’ the practices adopted by the MFI lenders and their implications for the women borrowers. 

Women as recipients 

The experiences of the women in accessing microcredit confirm the presence of four or more MFIs at the local 
level (Tilakaratna and Hulme, 2015) but interestingly, while women are borrowing from the traditional sources 
such as the Samurdhi Bank, micro lending is increasingly being provided by companies that are licensed under 
the non-bank finance sector of Central Bank. Their presence in the community is strong, to the extent of 
reducing the role of the NGO-led MFIs in the community, raising concerns that MFIs with a strong social mission 
may lose out to the more commercially-oriented MFIs (Wijesiri, Vigano and Meoli, 2015). The entry and strong 
presence of the private, regulated entities was also confirmed by both government officials at the national and 
local level. 

Regardless of which entity lends, microcredit lending continues to target women, confirming the available data 
(LMFPA, 2018a). But a majority of the women lacked access to a stable income source: a few are engaged in 
operating micro-enterprises such as, retail shops with a significant number of women engaged in subsistence 
agriculture/fishing and supporting their spouses in cultivation activities associated with the geographic location. 
Those very few who recorded as working in the formal sector were noted in Monaragala, employed either in 
the rubber plantations and one female borrower employed in the banana “farm” managed by a multinational 
corporation. Hence, women reported relying mostly on the spouse’s income or in his absence, an adult son to 
contribute towards household expenditure. 

In Monaragala, the men were also engaged in agriculture with a few employed in the Civil Defense Force. In 
contrast, in Mullaitivu, there appears to be a growing tendency to send the spouse or adult son overseas for 
work purposes. This sole-income source is used towards meeting the general household expenditure which 
includes consumption and education and health related costs; the latter two were noted as considerably high 
by women with young children. Though not constituting a majority, a considerable number of women reported 
receiving the Samurdhi benefits with some reporting having received drought relief provided by the GoSL. 

The preferential treatment shown to women, instead of the men, was rationalised thus by the borrowers: 

They [MF lenders] give this loan only for women because she is at home and she can 
manage the home budget and repay the money (Female borrower, Batticaloa, 24 April 
2018). 

They [MF lenders] don’t give to men because they think they will not be able to get 
the money back from the men. The women on the other hand, whatever problems we 
have in the family, we will somehow or the other, pay the installment (Female borrower, 
Monaragala, 22 March 2018). 
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Although women are the primary ‘targets’ of such lending, that women do not echo the language of ‘empowerment’ 
generally associated with access to microfinance is of interest. Instead, they are acutely aware of why they are 
being targeted instead of the men. As also noted in the literature, women will somehow meet the repayment 
schedule. Unlike men who are better placed to shirk or delay the responsibility of paying up the loan, women 
are bound to the house and largely restrained by the fear of defaulting (Schuster, 2014). Hence, for MFIs in 
operation in these communities, lending money solely to women, and excluding the men from accessing such 
microcredit can constitute a good business practice.  

Group Formation and Liability 

The MFIs adopt a rather skeletal version of the microcredit model as popularised by the Grameen Bank. Notably, 
in order to enter a community, such micro lenders have used Community Based Organisations (CBOs) such as 
the Women’s Rural Development Society (WRDS) as a conduit. The underlying implications of using existent 
women’s groups must be seen in light of the promotion of microcredit as “empowering”. Using the WRDSs is 
effective because it helps package the issuance of microcredit as a helpful tool to enable the women to access 
finance. CBOs can also lend legitimacy to the MFI, since the WRDSs and such community based societies are 
generally recognised within the community and consist of a member-base that could potentially become clients 
of the MFIs. Whether this trend still holds sway is unclear, as established MFIs now tend to use individual focal 
points to promote its services to women. 

Generally, a leader is “appointed” as the focal point in the community. Meetings of the respective MFI are 
usually held at her residence. Those leaders the research team spoke to, stated that they received no pecuniary 
benefits from the MFI for hosting the meetings and for acting as a focal point. The presence of a leader in each 
community enables the MFI to anchor itself in the village, relying on the female leaders to provide logistical 
support (a free space to host the meeting); a relatively powerful source of information (on the community’s 
women’s profiles) and outreach and promotion of its service (through the use of her social contacts).  

Although there is some variation noted in the number of meetings one has to attend prior to securing a loan 
facility especially as a first-timer, generally women have to participate in three or less than three meetings. 
These few meetings are used by the MFI representative to introduce the loan instrument and to explain the 
process in accessing the credit facilities. 

Before getting the loan we had to visit three meetings. Meetings were held at the 
nursery school. I attended three meetings regularly and at the fourth meeting, I got the 
loan. In those initial three meetings they discussed about the repayment process, for 
example how we should pay on time and if any one does not pay the installment then, 
other group members have to share the amount and pay. Earlier, one group consisted of 
five members, nowadays a group consists three members (Female borrower, Batticaloa, 
55 years old, 24 April 2018). 

We have to go to at least four meetings before getting the loan. We have to pay back as 
installments. So when we go to these meetings, the officers tell us how to pay back the 
loans and not to delay the repayments. They don’t explain in detail that the interest rate 
is this much (Female borrower, Monaragala, age not revealed, March 20, 2018).

Groups of three to five women are then “formed” to access the credit facilities. Interestingly, as noted in the 
literature (Gine and Karlan 2014; Rankin 2002), the formation of a group is not random: the women’s decision 
to ‘collectivise’ is informed by prior experiences and also on the basis of whom they trust. Some tend to reach 
out to their siblings or in-laws, whereas others seek out women who have had a “good” history of repayment 
from other MFIs. But the implications of group-warranty/responsibility can be far-reaching: 
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If one person does not pay the repayment, other members have to pay for her. When 
we form the group [therefore] we must be aware, because if one group member does 
not pay, we have to pay that repayment. Likewise, I paid my group member’s repayment 
for two months, each month 5000 rupees each. That’s why I did not get another loan. I 
stopped after that loan (Batticaloa, female borrower, 26 years, 25th April 2018). 

We paid well. Two of us finished paying the loan but one of us took 200,000 rupees 
last time so we acted as guarantors and signed for her. I have savings [with the MFI] 
but after she finishes paying this new loan, only then I can get my savings (Mullaitivu, 
female borrower, 50 years, 28th April 2018). 

By allowing women to form into groups, the MFIs also reduce the risk of liability. Women choose other group 
members consciously, excluding those who have had problems with repayment previously. Hence, ‘bad’ cases 
are filtered, thereby reducing their own liability of being held accountable when other members in their group 
do not repay on time (Fischer, 2013). This then leaves the poorer women outside of this type of group lending 
(Gine and Karlan, 2014).  

But in some instances, women also step into support other women who are unable to access loans either 
because of their bad repayment history or more importantly, because a woman has already borrowed from 
multiple sources. Though not widespread, in such instances, the proxy was driven by the need to help out 
and indicated the level of trust that exists between the women. Such a strong sense of trust and dependence 
on each other to overcome difficult times harks back to the notions that led to such movements focusing 
on women. Hence, in some ways, women continue to act as ‘social collateral’ (Rankin, 2002) in spite of the 
associated risks of acting as a proxy. 

This group liability in the Sri Lankan context, however, now has an added element. The process adopted by the 
MFIs particularly the larger, private entities, reveal a much harsher reality. Of late, women’s capacity to borrow 
also hinges on their ability to produce a letter from an adult male (i.e. spouse, adult son) indicating he is aware 
of her seeking a loan. The persistence of this practice was found across all locations in the three districts with 
the copy of the male’s national identity card (NIC) and in some instances, a “permission letter” required to be 
considered for a loan facility. 

My husband vouched that the loan would be paid back. They asked my husband “do you 
know that your wife is planning to get a loan” and then whether he minded if I took the 
loan. (Monaragala, 34 years, 23 March 2018). 

I showed the shop for getting the loan. If we need a bigger amount, then we have 
to give any government officer’s salary particulars. But I didn’t take any big loan. I 
submitted photo of my shop, my ID copy and my husband’s ID copy, family card, bank 
account and his signature (Mullaitivu, female borrower, 50 years, 28 April 2018). 

During the scoping visits, it was alluded that women’s borrowing habits had led to tensions arising within 
families. It is unclear if the MFIs are responding to this criticism by seeking the “approval” of an adult male for 
women to secure a loan. Regardless of the rationale, the necessity to produce such documentation completely 
overturns the empowerment principle. Women are framed as less than capable of and irresponsible in making 
financial decisions. The vulnerabilities women face with regard to this caveat was explained thus by one of the 
female borrowers:

I have no way of getting the weekly loan. I am separated, but not by law. They [the MFI] 
are asking for a photocopy of the registration saying we are separated. He has to sign as 
a guarantor also. So, because of these reasons, I can’t get this loan (Monaragala, female 
borrower, age not revealed, 23 March 2018). 
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The requirement to keep an adult male informed of the women’s decision to borrow money, subscribes not to 
empowerment principles but to existing notions that women lack the capacity to make decisions on their own. 
Such an overtly patriarchal approach to enable access to credit echoes the persistent cultural values that place 
the Sri Lankan woman within the household and as the primary caregiver, rather than as an individual capable 
of making independent decisions related to managing finances. 

Hence, though women are targeted, their access to credit is not necessarily a foregone conclusion. Therefore, 
the touting of the notion of women being empowered through micro credit in the Sri Lankan context must be 
accompanied with a strong caveat especially with regard to accessing loans from the private MFIs: women are 
encouraged to borrow but where an adult male relative is made aware of her borrowing habits. 

Training 

The process of securing the credit facility is straight-forward. Once the prerequisites have been met, women 
attend meetings and form into small groups, complete a set of forms indicating the reason for borrowing, and 
upon submission of the related documents, receive the loan facility within less than a week. On some rare 
occasions, the receipt of credit facility can take upto weeks, but such instances are generally associated with 
the NGO-based MFIs rather than the private-sector.  

Absent in this ‘rushed’ process is the development of a proposal on how the loan facility will aid in improving 
or establishing the proposed livelihood. In Monaragala and Mullaitivu, female borrowers spoke of drawing up 
an estimate of the costs and revenue of the proposed livelihood activity in Batticaloa, this practice was not as 
common. The women received no formal training or capacity building on how to make a cost estimation, but 
appeared to be doing so more through prior experience. A history of borrowing has taught women to over-
estimate the cost of the proposed livelihood activity, in order to receive the expected amount: 

We had to come up with an estimation of costs. If it is for paddy cultivation, we had to 
show the expenses for fertiliser, paddy seed, and preparation of the field and so on. I, of 
course, don’t know these things. My husband came up with the cost. So in order to get 
50,000 rupees, we have to show the estimate at about 75000 rupees. They didn’t teach 
us…we said it was for cultivation but the loan was taken to build the house (Monaragala, 
female borrower, age not revealed, 20 March 2018). 

Importantly, where women had received any type of training on livelihood development, such opportunities 
were made available only by the NGO-led MFIs. In such instances, women had received training on livestock 
development and how to engage in self-employment.  

Micro-Enterprise Development?

The reason to not offer trainings may be informed by the associated costs and a keen understanding of the 
reasons that compel women to borrow. The analysis on reasons why women borrow indicates a varied number 
of reasons that are not necessarily related to micro-enterprise development. Under the guise of channeling 
money to livelihood activities, women are making use of the existent system to access credit for non-investment 
related purposes. These include consumption, non-consumption related activities, livelihood opportunities and 
meeting the rising costs of children’s education and health related expenses. In general, the most predominant 
reason to borrow from MFIs is not towards strengthening or establishing an income generating activity, but as 
an immediate response to a shortage in the cash flow within the household. This is a trend noted elsewhere 
(Bateman, 2012; Cull and Morduch, 2017) as well as in Sri Lanka, but only among the poorer segments 
(Tilakaratna and Wickramasinghe, 2005).   
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This practice is commonplace and is aided by the lack of monitoring, the absence of any commitment on the 
part of the MFI loan officers to conduct follow-up visits and the availability of some type of livelihood activity 
that can be “used” as a means to access the loans.  

They give the loan for livelihood development but we use the loan for other purposes. 
I showed tailoring and cattle rearing as reasons for getting the loan (Batticaloa, Female 
borrower, 40 years, 24 April 2018). 

I took the loan saying it was for cattle rearing. …I showed someone else’s cattle as my 
own, since I don’t have my own. That is how people borrow. We show different different 
things and borrow (Monaragala, female borrower, 23 March 2018). 

Some regional differences were also evident. For instance, women in Mullaitivu sought to finance their spouse or 
child’s migration overseas through the loans. Since low-skilled migration overseas remains costly (Weeraratne, 
Wijayasiri and Jayaratna, 2018), women appear to shoulder the responsibility especially in the formerly war-
affected region.  Although such instances can be seen as a form of investment, especially because of the 
anticipated higher financial returns through wages earned in a foreign currency, not all migration trajectories 
are successful. When men return prematurely, due to different reasons, women are saddled with loans to pay 
off in the absence of the promised foreign remittances. 

People get the loan to send their husbands or sons abroad; [but sometimes] they 
couldn’t reach abroad. So people are struggling to repay their loans, because they don’t 
have money to repay it. They lose their income and they get the loan then they cannot 
pay the loan properly (Mullaitivu, Grama Niladhari, 23 May 2018). 

For example, in Mullaitivu, a son’s decision to migrate to Australia is funded by the mother by accessing credit 
through MFIs. However, upon his arrest and subsequent return home, she struggles to meet the payments. In 
such cases, while access to credit enables the families to consider the option of migrating overseas for work 
purposes, the associated risks of such migration trajectories can quickly derail the aspirations for higher financial 
and social returns. 

Noticeably, women are compelled to borrow to finance health emergencies, pointing to the costs incurred in 
accessing public services provided by the State:

When my husband was sick, the hospital here could not help so he was sent to the 
Badulla hospital. We had a lot of money problems. We had to go to Badulla every day 
and so for these expenses, I took a loan of 40,000 rupees (Monaragala, female borrower, 
age not revealed, 20 March 2018). 

I borrowed many loans because my husband is suffering from a kidney disease and I 
have spent 700,000 rupees for his treatment. (Mullaitivu, female borrower, 43 years, 28 
April 2018).

In addition, women are also financing funerals, coming-of-age ceremonies and weddings through microcredit 
facilities. 

People take loans to do cultivation. But when we spend for other things, again we 
take another loan. When my mother died, I took one lakh each from two institutes. I 
told them it was for cultivation. Because Sir could not give the money immediately, I 
borrowed from a lender in the village until the loan came through.  For my daughter’s 
concert, we had to pay 10,000 rupees. Like that, we have expenses for three children. 
When my husband met with an accident, I borrowed about two lakhs. For my mother’s 
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alms giving, I borrowed 150,000 rupees. Altogether, I have to pay back about seven 
lakhs in debt (Monaragala, female borrower, 31 years, 21 March 2018).  

We take the loan for daily needs. We submit ID copy, vote list and husband’s signature. I showed a livelihood 
purpose to get the loan but I didn’t use it for that. We use this money to cover food and education expenses. 
They [the officers] don’t come to check the occupation (Batticaloa, female borrower, 41 years, 26 April 2018). 

Relying on borrowings to meet the consumption related needs of the family and its predominance across all 
three districts is indicative of several underlying factors: MFIs do not appear to be paying much attention to the 
reasons that are pushing women to borrow. On the other hand, women’s tendency to borrow for consumption 
raises the more pressing concern of how they would then, repay the money borrowed. Even though there 
is discontent at the community level that women are borrowing to finance their fast-changing consumption 
patterns, the findings show that in many cases, it is the most basic of needs that the women attempt to achieve 
by securing these credit facilities. 

Where women do borrow for a livelihood opportunity, it is also to support the spouse’s livelihood rather than 
one’s own. But on the few occasions where women seek financing for a livelihood of their choosing, rarely do 
they embark on pursuing new livelihood options. The women engage in small-scale enterprises, mostly to do 
with cultivation or running a small retail shop in the community. There were no instances of women venturing 
‘outside’ of the community to establish an enterprise, nor of women expanding their existing business, with a 
single exception noted in Mullaitivu.

The multiple reasons cited by women for borrowing microcredit helps raise a pertinent question: to what degree 
are the lenders aware of the multiple reasons behind women’s borrowing habits? Women work within the 
system by providing ‘proof’ of some livelihood option to satisfy the documentation that the MFI requires, but 
how is it that such unchecked lending can take place within a small local community? 

Echoing findings from elsewhere (Copestake, 2007; Hudon and Sandberg, 2013; Maitrot 2018), the over-
crowding of the sector and the resultant target-driven competitiveness, were cited as the reasons underlying 
the compromises being made in issuing microcredit2 . Large-scale private entities were accused of poaching the 
staff and clients of medium-scale, NGO-based MFIs with the promise of better benefits. Hence, as long as the 
paper trail confirms the basic information, complemented in some cases by the cost estimations and the pictorial 
evidence, loans are granted. As stated by the women, rarely do the officers visit to corroborate the information 
provided nor conduct monitoring visits to trace the progress of the proposed livelihood activity. 

Documentation and Background Checks

The private led MFIs specifically, adopt a “fast-track” approach to issuing the loans, indicating that background 
checks do not appear to be an industry-wide practice adopted by them. Some of the women are conversant 
in financial language, referring to the use of the Credit Information Bureau (CRIB) to check their history of 
borrowing, through the use of the NIC number. As long as pending loan amounts had not defaulted with arrears, 
women could still borrow. This practice of checking for details against the CRIB appears to be a more recent 
development and therefore, associated with only a few non-bank financial institutes that lend microcredit:  

When they enter our ID number in the computer they can get to know about our loan 
history but it doesn’t show the Samurdhi loan. The loans taken from [names of two 
finance companies] are mentioned and [these] come up. (Monaragala, female borrower, 
32 years, 21 March 2018).

2 Key person interview conducted on 07 July 2017 in Colombo with founder member of an NGO-led MFI
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Two opposing views are present in the use of the CRIB. While the use of the CRIB has its advantages, given 
the conditions in which the women borrow, it can act as a disabling tool by raising the spectre of women being 
branded non credit-worthy, leading to further marginalisation within financial circles (Schuster, 2014). Hence, 
even when women borrow on behalf of their spouse or an adult son, she bears the risk of being denied further 
access to credit. On the other hand, since a large number of MFIs operate beyond the existing regulatory 
framework, when women are thus denied access; several other options are still available to them in order to 
access credit. 

The quick turnaround time in issuing loans by the private MFIs is aided by the minimal number of documents 
required for submitted. These in general include the copies of the NIC of the borrower, the spouse or an 
adult male relative, and documents to confirm one’s residence; generally, the DS-43  form filled by the Grama 
Niladhari or an electricity, telephone or water bill and in some instances, the copy of the savings bank account. 
The request for a copy of the bank book was viewed by some women as a requirement where the husband was 
not present in Sri Lanka, making the bank book a form of security.  

In the Mullaitivu District, women were asked to submit the “family card” – a document issued by the Ministry 
of Resettlement that provides details on the family and their livelihoods. In some rare instances, women were 
asked to provide a copy of the marriage certificate or a land deed. What prompted such requests for additional 
documentation is unclear since the women neither questioned this nor were provided any explanation. There 
was some indication that additional documents, such as a land deed, were required for amounts exceeding 
100,000 rupees but such claims could not be substantiated. 

Lending amounts and period of repayment

In general, women tend to borrow less than 100,000 rupees with only a few recorded instances of borrowings 
exceeding 150,000 rupees. This is in line with the GoSL’s own estimations that have sought to provide debt relief 
for loans less than 150,000 rupees. 

The repayment schemes, however, point to the larger concerns regarding indebtedness. Women can opt for 
weekly installments or monthly installments, hence, the labelling of loans as “sathi loan”. One instance of a small 
retail shop owner repaying a daily loan was noted in Monaragala, where the lender was a private MFI operating 
exclusively in Monaragala. Weekly loans appear to be the most popular, with some women noting the ‘presence’ 
of the MFI officials in the community on different days of each week. There appears no correlation between 
the loan amount and the time given for repayment, but some variation was noted among the different MFIs in 
providing access to such credit.  

In general, women receive the credit less than four weeks after joining a group, with those requesting a second 
loan, receiving it within a two-week period, and at times, within a turnaround time of two days. 

We receive the money within a day or two, once we have filled the forms and handed 
it over to the officer. Then the sir calls and tells us that the money will be ready by ten 
in the morning. Some of the details in the form is in English, some in Sinhalese. He 
explains what is mentioned in the form. I don’t have a copy of it though (Monaragala, 
loan borrower, age not revealed, 20 March 2018).

If it is a big amount it will take one month and if it is a small amount, we can get it within 
two weeks. I visited their office before I got the loan and I signed on the guarantor form, 
it is in both languages. We can read it and in it, it is mentioned that we are responsible 

3 A confirmation of an individual’s residence issued by the Grama Niladhari
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for the loans of other members in the group (Mullaitivu, female borrower, 33 years, 28 
April 2018). 

We got a loan from [name of finance company] yesterday. We requested for it the day 
before, and received it yesterday. We got 20,000 rupees. There are three people in the 
group. The day before they called and asked us to come to the Monaragala office to get 
the money. Because we are old, the amount given is smaller (Monaragala, spouse of 
female borrower, 66 years). 

In contrast, NGO-led microfinance institutes take a relatively longer time, with the government institutions, 
especially the Samurdhi Bank taking the longest to issue the loans to the applicants. Women are acutely aware 
why these entities take a relatively longer time. While many cited the preference for the relatively more flexible 
post-loan conditions provided by the NGO and state-led MFIs, the speed with which the private MFIs offer cash 
makes them far more attractive, especially where cash is required as a stop-gap measure. 

Interest rates              

Conspicuous by their absence in these narratives, are further details about the interest rates being charged. In 
an overwhelming majority of the cases, the women were unable to clearly indicate the interest rate(s) of the 
credit facilities that had been offered to them. Instead, the credit facility is viewed in terms of the repayment 
period (weekly/monthly/daily) and the amount to be paid as an installment:   

I got 40,000 rupees from [name of finance company] with a weekly installment of 1,050 
rupees. I have to pay back in a year. In the end, I would have paid 54,600 rupees. The 
interest rate was mentioned, but I cannot remember exactly what it is. I think either 26 
percent or 23 percent. We don’t get these on a reduced rate no. I got it because of an 
emergency. Because they come to the doorstep, we take since it is faster (Monaragala, 
female borrower, 36 years, 21 March 2018). 

During the initial stage, I got 30,000 rupees and monthly repaid 3000 rupees, within 
one year I settled this loan, in [name of NGO led MFI], the interest rate is very low for 
30,000 rupees, interest was only 6000 rupees. After that, I borrowed 60,000 rupees, 
now I am repaying 4500 rupees monthly …And I borrowed loan from [name of finance 
company], .... they said “in our company interest rate is high; if you wish only, borrow 
the money from us”. For 75,000 rupees 30,000 rupees interest. I also borrowed 75,000 
rupees and now I am repaying monthly 6000 rupees. (Batticaloa, female borrower, 38 
years, 25 April 2018). 

This stringent imposition of the interest rate de-incentivises women from paying back the loan earlier, as 
experienced by a borrower: 

Once, I took a loan and then my husband shouted at me and said we cannot repay it, so 
to return it. On the same day, we went to the office and returned the same amount but 
then the officers said we still have to pay the whole amount including the interest rate. 
(Monaragala, 23 March, 39 years).

Some of the women pointed out that a grace period of a day or about a week were afforded by certain MFIs, but 
they were also careful to note this was not a service offered by all lenders, only a select few. Unlike in state-run 
entities, women also noted they do not have to pay an additional amount when they default.

Serious concerns have been raised with regard to the high interest rates being charged (United Nations Sri 
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Lanka, September 2018) and should be duly taken note of, but equally important is to consider the manner in 
which MFIs have ‘localised’ financial language into terms that the women could easily grasp. Instead of directly 
referring to the rate of interest, the MFIs calculate and promote the weekly or daily payment. This makes 
borrowing more palatable to the women, especially when the weekly installment appears small and manageable. 
Furthermore, by breaking down the capital and the interest amount into weekly or monthly installments, women 
can also easily compare the different MFI entities that offer microcredit, rather than working out the interest 
rates and the payment schedule on their own. 

By deflecting attention away from the high interest rates to the repayment schedule, women are also geared 
towards meeting the daily/weekly/monthly repayment schedule rather than questioning the de/merits of the 
interest rate(s) being charged, the basis for charging a high interest rate and/or the absence of a reducing 
interest rate. 

Signing of Agreement 

The inability to access further information or details pertaining to the financial services and ancillary services 
was prevalent among women. Some were placing their signatures on documents that were in English rather 
than in their native language. 

Others stated the contents of the form were not explained. Incidentally, women neither questioned nor requested 
further explanations from the officials. 

We get many documents to sign but we don’t read it. We just sign where they mention 
on the documents. Mostly, the form is in English but they [the officers] don’t explain it. 
My husband also needs to sign on it. I signed as guarantor to guarantee the payment 
of other members in the group. We don’t get any copy [of the document]. We cannot 
read English no, so then how can we read it? (Batticaloa, female borrower, 42 years, 
25th April 2018).

We didn’t sign any contract because we got smaller amounts but I don’t think that if they 
give bigger amounts, then we have to sign an agreement.  We have Tamil and English 
forms. We filled a form at the centre in Tamil and we signed a form at their office in 
English. No, they don’t read what that form says; they informed that it is the guarantor’s 
signature for other loans. (Batticaloa, female borrower, 38 years, 24 April). 

Besides being unaware of what was in the “form”, women also did not generally have access to a copy of the 
signed form. 

I filled a Tamil form and handed over. And myself and the group members visited 
Walachenai and signed in an English document but those two forms are different and 
they [officials] do not explain anything. They told us which place to sign, and we signed 
in that place and got the money to hand, and came back.  We also did not read the 
Tamil form. They did not give a copy of that document. (Batticaloa, female borrower, 36 
years, 25 April 2018).

Apart from documents being in English, certain “forms” are not made available in the native language of the 
minority ethnic group, as noted among the Tamil residents in the plantations in Monaragala: 

The form is in Sinhala and English [shows a specimen from a private finance company]. 
We fill the form by asking a person who knows Sinhala. The government bank also 
doesn’t have someone who knows Tamil. Even in “kachcheriya”, it is the same. But I can 
read Sinhala. Sir [MFI officer] doesn’t fill the form; we have to fill the form.  We have to 
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sign on stamps to the value of 70 rupees (Monaragala, female borrower, 39 Years, 23 
March 2018).  

Despite the lack of access to a copy of the form signed and not knowing what the information in the “form” 
entailed, there was a general understanding that the women were acting as guarantors to the others in their 
group; that should any individual in the group fail to repay the installment, the women would be held responsible 
for the repayment. This was the only piece of information that was forthcoming from the officials. 

By not sharing a copy of the signed agreement, women’s ability to refer to such documents in the future is 
curbed. The clinical approach to issuing loans within such an information vacuum escalates the marginalisation 
women experience in attempting to integrate into financial markets. By controlling their capacity to both 
question the terms and conditions of the credit facility, and also be informed of what legalese is contained in the 
documents, women can easily be deceived. 

The absence of the basic business practice of having an agreement to sign in a language that the women are 
conversant in, can inadvertently raise the larger concern of how such a practice serves the MFIs. Whether it is 
purely an oversight on the part of the MFIs or whether this general practice is adopted as a form of enforcement/
coercion indicative of the power exercised by the MFIs remains open for debate. But the implications for the 
women are much clearer: in their narratives, the “form” and the different “places” where they place their 
signature carried one strong message: to vouch for the women in the group and to know that she was legally 
bound to repay the defaulting loans of the other members of the group.

Savings and Insurance

There is little to no promotion of savings by the MFIs, except by those organisations that are NGO-led or by 
the Samurdhi programme.  Women were asked to open bank accounts in order to receive the loans, but very 
few noted the promotion of savings as a precursor to accessing credit.  For many of the women, the notion 
of savings remains an aspiration since “loose change” was scarce and where available, was directed towards 
servicing the loan payments.  

Rather than savings, some women noted that a certain amount of money is deducted from the capital to pay 
for insurance. While many remained unaware of the reasons for deductions, the insurance was seen as a form 
of security, should the borrower fall on “hard times”:

We got an insurance along with the loan but we couldn’t get it back. They inform us that 
if something happens to the husband or wife then we don’t need to pay the loan but that 
will not happen for all.  (Batticaloa, female borrower, 51 years, 25 April 2018). 

We signed a paper and took the money; did not receive a copy of it though. They said 
there is an insurance. So, from 40,000 rupees, they had deducted 600 rupees and we 
received 39,400 rupees to our hand. If my husband or I die, they said the loan would 
be deducted and that we would also receive 10,000 rupees to our hand, as a donation 
towards the expenses. Also, they said, if our cultivation is destroyed, then they would 
get rid of the loan (Monaragala, female borrower, 36 years, 21 March 2018). 

Among those who were aware of the availability of an insurance scheme, the conditions upon which the 
insurance could be claimed varied. While the general sentiment was that the demise of the borrower or the 
spouse would lead to the write-off of the loan, there was little understanding of how this would work. However, 
there were isolated incidents where women cited community members receiving this benefit upon the demise 
of a family member. 
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They deduct the insurance amount along with loans and they said the reason for it. 
Insurance payment is for sudden natural death or inability. Company will cancel our loan 
if suddenly the head of the family dies. My relative is affected by cancer now, so she 
doesn’t need to pay the loan in future. [name of MFI] terminated her loan (Mullaitivu, 
female borrower, 48 years, 30th April 2018).

However, women noted they did not possess any proof of document to indicate the existence of an insurance, 
raising yet again concerns regarding women’s access to the basic information pertaining to the credit facility. As 
one of the respondents pointed out, women have no option but to “sign up” for the insurance and its benefits 
are only accessible under strict conditions. Hence, while offering a form of protection, the insurance schemes 
also offer greater security to the liabilities that the MFI assumes in granting loans to those who are generally 
considered not credit-worthy. 

On the basis of the narratives, what is also evident is that what women are offered in essence is microcredit, 
with the insurance acting only as a form of security. Hence, despite many of these MFIs possessing the capacity 
to offer microfinance services, what women receive is merely access to micro-credit. 

Repayment of loans

On paper, repayment of microcredit lending remains high, but what these numbers fail to capture is how 
MFI lending practices in essence ‘enforce’ such repayments. The shortcut practices adopted in lending - the 
absence of savings, the approval of loans in a short time, lending for consumption rather than livelihood and the 
imposition of the collective warranty – coalesce to make repayment of such loans challenging for the women. 
But women continue to post high repayment trends. 

They feel compelled to meet the demand of the weekly/monthly payment, partly because of the fear of 
inconveniencing the other members of the groups, but also because they strongly believe there is no other 
option available to them: 

We must pay the money on time. If we do not have money that day, must borrow money 
from neighbours and pay or pawn the jewellery and pay. Until we pay the money they do 
not go. If it is happening in the centre they keep our group members in centre until we 
pay the money. Otherwise, they come home and wait until we pay. If it is even 5 o’clock 
they do not care but we have to do our household work [and] when they wait like that, 
it disturbs us (Batticaloa, female borrower, 55 years, 24 April 2018).

If we do not [have anything to] eat at home other people do not ask [why] and do not 
make problems. But if we borrow the loan, people come to the doorstep and ask for the 
repayment. For example, today I have 100 rupees; if I do not have a loan to pay, I can 
cook from that money. [But], if I have a loan I have to use that 100 rupees for the loan 
and have to stay without eating. (Batticaloa, female borrower, 36 years, 25 April 2018).

In the absence of a stable income, women borrow money from others, including the women who are not 
part of their group, pawn their jewellery and at times, borrow money from informal lenders in order to meet 
the installment. The persistence of the officials in pursuing the women to “pay up” is very strong. Refusal to 
accept the payments of the other women until all group members provide the installment is common. This 
adds pressure on the defaulter in particular and the other members of the group as women are forced to 
collect money among themselves to raise the collection in order to be rid of the official. Group liability and the 
insistence of the group formation therefore, work effectively in pressuring women to repay the loan installments 
(Gine and Karlan, 2014; Rankin 2002). 
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Notably, none of the borrowers were aware of the government regulations that had been introduced in order 
to write-off loans that were provided for cultivation and had subsequently been affected by droughts/floods 
etc. Such lack of information then further pushes the women into somehow paying the pending credit facilities. 

The presence of the young male officers in the community is well noted by both the borrowers and the non-
borrowers in the community. The officers exercise their power by either holding the women ‘hostage’ at the 
collection centre, by refusing to leave the community until women provide the installments or by visiting the 
women’s houses and refusing to leave until the payment is made. The physical presence of the men in the 
household discomforts the women as they run the risk of being stigmatised within their community.  

I heard, one officer once scolding [a borrower] “if you do not have money then beg and 
pay the repayment”. He scolded a lot and it was difficult to listen to. We must somehow 
pay on time. If I do not repay on time my group members have to pay. Until we pay, 
they [officials] remain in the house and somehow collect the money (Batticaloa, female 
borrower, 38 years, 25 April 2018).

If we are unable to pay that day, the officer says to find money from somewhere and 
come. They say this and that, and scold us. They say things like, “Even after a whole 
month, why were you not able to find the money. We will lose our job also because of 
this; so find the money from somewhere and bring, borrow if you have to”. They shout at 
the Centre leader also saying to find the money and pay somehow” (Monaragala, female 
borrower, age not revealed, 20 March).

The use of verbal abuse by the officials against female borrowers was mentioned consistently by community 
members 4. They were alerted to the presence of the officials in the village by the heightened levels of distress 
and anxiety and changes in behaviour noted among the female borrowers.  As evidence from other countries 
also note (Dixon, Ritchie and Siwale, 2007; Maitrot, 2018), the use of foul language acts as a strong coercive 
tactic, as women are fearful of public humiliation and embarrassment. 

There are several advantages in the use of young men as officials of MFIs. Logistically, some of the locations 
the MFIs have a presence in, are not easily accessible and require a commitment toward long, tedious hours in 
the field. Such a task may be perceived as too difficult for young women to cope with, in the long term. But the 
use of young men is effective in a more fundamental manner: they have the capacity to shame the women by 
their mere presence in the community and at times, in the women’s ‘private’ domain of the household. This was 
confirmed in interviews conducted with government officials at the DS level, who receive complaints regarding 
the presence of young men in the houses of the female borrowers. 

The extent of the ‘threat’ imposed by the presence of outside men in the community was highlighted when the 
District Secretary of Batticaloa issued a set of “rules” on private MFIs. One such “rule” required that the officials 
of the MFIs leave the communities by 5 p.m. Acknowledging borrowers tend to hide from them, the defense of 
the private MFIs is that visiting the communities during the day is not as effective because people engage in 
livelihood activities5 . But this was challenged by an official of a NGO-led MFI, who confirmed their collection is 
carried out between 9.30 a.m. and 12.30 p.m., despite encountering the same challenge of recovering the loan 
from the borrowers. 

Their role as an officer of the MFI, gives such officers unprecedented power to exert pressure on the women, 
to overwhelm the women by harassing them verbally and to “restrain” women within the centre. Though rare, 
women were also worried about getting the “Sir” in trouble through their defaults. In such instances, women 

4 Noted in all three districts by the small group discussions held with male and female community members  during the scoping phase.

5 Interview with official of private MFI, 23 May 2018.
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were compelled to borrow and provide the installment payment out of sympathy for the “Sir”. 

Furthermore, women cannot afford to risk the relationship to the “Sir” because he has the sole authority to deny 
access to future credit facilities. 

The ability of a single (male) official to render a group of women immobile, displays the degree of power and 
authority they exercise over the women. Such tensions also challenge the notion that microcredit, as it is widely 
practiced in Sri Lanka now, leads to the strengthening of the solidarity and the collectivism among the women. 
Rather, what is evident is an erosion of the existing social solidarity, and a further disempowerment of women 
within their own communities. 

Similarly, stories of women being taken to the police or to the courts, act as powerful reminders of the severity 
of the ‘crime’ of not paying their loans on time. Women cited specific instances of female borrowers having to 
visit the Police, the Courts and some going into hiding or leaving the community in order to escape the MFI 
officials. 

I went to the police today. [name of private MFI based in Monaragala] had complained to 
the police about me. I took 20,000 rupees from them and I have only to pay 8000 rupees 
of this amount. So they said to pay it before the 25th of next month. I asked if I could 
pay 1000 rupees a month but they didn’t agree to that. There were five other people like 
me, who also had not paid (Monaragala, Multiple borrower, 38 years, 20 March 2018). 

One of the loans I signed for, she was not able to pay. Sir asked us about it. We told 
her about it. They had referred her to the Police. In the end, she had to pay about 
50,000 rupees and she had sold some shop or something she had and settled the loan 
(Monaragala, female borrower, 36 years, 21 March 2018).

The threat of having to face legal action acts as a strong control mechanism. The use of community mediation 
boards by MFI lenders was highlighted previously in a study conducted by CEPA (Munas and Lokuge, 2016). 
The continuation of this trend was confirmed by the President of a community mediation board who stated that, 
over 80 % of the cases brought for mediation are now related to micro-credit. Community mediation boards 
are thus exploited by the private led MFIs which have no physical presence in the local communities. The use 
of such facilities that are meant for the benefit of the local communities therefore, takes away state resources 
that are meant to help resolve civil matters at the local level. 

This section focused on the general practices adopted by MFIs in issuing microcredit, as experienced by the 
female borrowers. The evidence points to the MFIs, especially those that are considered non-banking financial 
institutes under the Central Bank categorisation, adopting a rather skeletal form of the MF model in order to 
issue loans. Group formation is adhered to with group liability central to the issuance of micro-credit. In addition, 
women now have to provide proof that their spouse or an adult male relative is aware of her accessing the loan.   

Women receive no training on developing a proposal or estimating the cost of a business “venture” (unless 
through an NGO led MFI), they are not encouraged to save and have to present only a set of standardised 
documents in order to be considered for microcredit. Even though there is a perception among the women that 
their NIC number is being used to check their history of borrowing through the CRIB, this also appears not to 
be a universal practice. While some monitoring visits are conducted, this is not a general practice and follow-up 
visits are not conducted at all, unless it is through the NGO-led MFIs. This leads women to rely on microcredit 
as a way to meet a varied number of needs, under the guise of livelihood promotion. While the loan amounts 
remain mostly below 100,000 rupees, women appear not to be as conversant with regard to the interest rates 
being charged from them. With little to no information or explanation forthcoming of the documents they have 
signed, they remain largely ignorant of the terms and conditions of the loan other than of their commitment to 
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act as a guarantor for their peers. With a repayment schedule that could be daily, monthly or weekly, women 
are constantly paying back their loans, by borrowing from friends, family, informal lenders and pawning their 
jewellery. The male officers act as a powerful authoritative figure in ensuring that women fall in line with the 
payment schedules. 

These practices, when considered holistically, point to a rather disturbing trend: the entry of non-banking 
financial institutes (i.e. finance and leasing companies) into the microfinance lending business has opened up 
the question of how they balance the social mission aspect of microcredit with the profit making missions. Unlike 
in other countries where a ‘mission drift’ was noted when the NGO-led MFIs became “commercial” (Copestake, 
2007; Hudon and Sandberg, 2013), the already regulated non-banking entities have embraced microfinance as 
a new financial tool to reach out to underserved communities. Such companies therefore, are not operating on 
the basis of a social mission but rather, on the principle of profits generation. Hence, the question of a mission 
drift is a moot point, as the mission of such entities is founded on a different principle. 

But such overcrowding of a sector that was largely oriented towards a social mission carries some major 
repercussions. The dangers of over-competitiveness and the flooding of the sector because of the promise of 
higher returns can surmount to the marginalisation of the more socially aligned NGO-led MFIs. They struggle to 
maintain a foothold in a sector where, by the sheer size of the companies, the non-banking financial institutes 
can override the smaller, socially-aligned entities. This is also indicated in the data as the female borrowers tend 
to borrow mostly from the non-banking financial institutes followed by the NGO-led MFIs.

This skeletal form of the MF model and the shortcuts adopted also has long-standing repercussions for female 
borrowers. With concerns regarding empowerment of women already high, this fast-track means of securing 
microcredit is lessening the women’s ability to improve their economic and social wellbeing and that of their 
families. 

The lending practices therefore, carry cumulative effects. Delving beyond the punishing interest rates imposed 
on the microcredit to examine the practices adopted at different stages of the lending process, allows for a more 
nuanced understanding of how microcredit is operating on the ground. It helps further illustrate how this “credit 
to the doorstep” approach, can culminate in women falling into debt traps. In the absence of an assessment 
of their credit worthiness, shortcut lending practices enables women’s access to loans conveniently, with little 
attention paid to their capacity to repay.  

As the findings indicate, women in all these districts are dealing with a huge conundrum: they have little to 
no access to sustainable income sources at the community level but the expenses related to consumption, 
education and health and other family commitments continue to increase. Hence, while women may not have 
access to a stable source of income, family and social expectations must nevertheless be met, regardless of 
how she finances such expectations. Therefore, the presence of MFIs must be placed against the absence of 
sustainable livelihood options for women. The structural inequalities in access to formal work opportunities 
and resources disproportionately affect such women in these regions. Under these trying circumstances, it is 
commonplace for women to seek help through MFIs and remain caught up in a circle of multiple borrowings. 
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Multiple Borrowings, Erosion of Savings and Social Discord: The 
Effects of Microcredit Lending 

The lending practices adopted by the MFIs have far-reaching effects that impact not merely the borrowers, 
but their family members and the community at large. That such issues become further exacerbated in the 
post-war resettlement communities is not surprising, thus, adding to the myriad of socio-economic issues the 
communities have to deal with, in their daily lives. 

This section focuses on the effects of the practices adopted by the MFIs in issuing loans to women. It focuses 
on the rising tendency for women to engage in multiple borrowings, the tensions within the family as a result of 
such borrowings and the erosion of women’s “solidarity” in the face of group liability and peer pressure. 

Multiple Borrowings and Indebtedness

The inability to service the loan payments and the subtle and overt coercion by the officials and fellow women 
borrowers lead the women, ironically, to borrow yet again. This “condition” among women was cited by 
government officials in all three districts:  

People take the loan to settle another loan. Loan is [taken] for another loan. They gave 
their land deed to get the loans and they couldn’t pay the loan amount also. They got 
the loan to build the house and they gave their deed to get another loan for settle 
previous loan. Finally, they couldn’t pay anything and they lost their land and house. 
This is happening here (Mullaitivu District, Development Officer, 24 May 2018).  

That such multiple credit facilities are accessed via other MFIs active in the community is of interest. It raises the 
question of how well the established, Central Bank-regulated financial institutes carry out routine practices such 
as accessing an applicant’s prior history of borrowing through the CRIB. On the other hand, over-competitiveness 
among the MFIs was also cited as an underlying reason causing women to seek multiple borrowings. 

The MFI field officers’ insistence that women must pay ‘somehow’ has pushed women into indebtedness which 
they find extremely difficult to manage on their meagre incomes. Rather than an exception therefore, multiple 
borrowings have become a common feature among women who access microcredit facilities. Among those 
interviewed, servicing one loan was a rarity whereas, women would be paying two or more credit facilities 
including those accessed through Samurdhi. Managing four to five loan payments is not uncommon with women 
managing both weekly and monthly payments to different private MFIs. 

Sometimes I don’t have even money for bus tickets. I get money from my sister if I 
need money suddenly. I couldn’t explain about my problem. I was also sick, so we spend 
more money for that also. Every day, I have to face many loan problems. I had a lot 
of jewellery but now I don’t have even just a single chain. I pawned this jewellery to 
resettle the loan and for sending them abroad (Batticaloa, female borrower, 42 years, 
25 April 2018).

We have got these loans for sudden expenses, we didn’t get loans before. I took these 
loans only for my son. We have got the money from money lenders so they give problems 
to me. Then I took the Rs 80,000 from [name of finance company] and Rs150,000 from 
[name of finance company], and Rs150,000 rupees from [name of finance company] 
to repay their loans. I settled one loan. It was a 15-day loan and I paid Rs 4,000 for 
2 weeks. I took the Rs30,000 from [name of NGO MFI] at the start and I have got 
Rs 60,000 now and I am paying Rs 6000 per month. For the Rs150,000, I am paying  
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Rs. 3000 per week. I have [also] taken Rs150,000 from People’s Bank. It is also group 
loan. I took Rs. 50,000 from Samurdhi and I am paying Rs. 3,000 per month. (Mullaitivu, 
female borrower, 49 years, 30 April 2018). 

At times, the women’s loan payments exceed the combined incomes in the households, adding the burden of 
paying debt to the family’s general expenses. The prevalence of a high income to debt ratio was cited by a 
NGO-led MFI official thus:

Normally, an average family can earn 30,000 rupees per month as income and from that, 
they need to pay 25,000 rupees for the loans [and then] education, meals and other 
expenses, how could they manage it with the loans? (Regional Manager, 24 May 2018). 

The problem of microcredit being used for consumption rather than investment or an income-generating 
venture resurfaces in this context as does the issue of multiple borrowing. But in instances where women have 
attempted to engage in an income generating activity, losses incurred due to various reasons further exacerbate 
the inability to meet the repayment schemes. Single parent families in particular are saddled with debt that is 
beyond serviceable: 

I got a loan from RDB to keep the Grocery shop. I borrowed 55,000 rupees; we also took 
things from that shop and ate. Shop was a loss, so I closed that shop. Monthly I have to 
repay 5500 rupees.  After that I borrowed a loan from WRDS. I borrowed 50,000 rupees. 
But I repaid only one installment (2000 rupees), I did not pay another installment.  I 
borrowed another loan from [name of finance company]. I borrowed 80,000 rupees and 
put towards a coconut business, monthly repayment is 5500 rupees. Every month first 
Wednesday I have to pay the loan. I borrowed weekly loan from [private MFI bank]. 
From this loan I started kerosene oil business, but because of a small conflict in the 
village, people did not buy from me. That was also a loss. Now I am repaying 1400 
rupees weekly.  I tell my son “I want to repay the loan so, earn however and come”. I 
do not have any means to repay the loans. Except WRDS loan, I have to repay monthly 
nearly 17,000 rupees (Mullaitivu, female borrower, single parent, 29 April 2018).

If the micro lenders are indeed following the basic principles governing microfinance, such a degree of lending 
would not be evident at the community level. Irresponsible lending practices, especially to communities where 
access to viable livelihood options is still very limited beyond subsistence agriculture and fishing, push women 
into situations where they are forced to then, borrow at any means. 

Hence, rather than allowing women to establish themselves through an income-generating activity that would 
require such an infusion of capital, the MFI lending practices are keeping women within a vicious cycle of 
borrowing. They continue to borrow to ‘stay ahead’ of the repayments and avoid being targeted by the collectors, 
and being labelled as a defaulter by the women in their groups and the respective MFIs. 

In short, while the amounts remain relatively “small”, multiple borrowing has ensured that women are borrowing 
beyond their repayment capacity. By some accounts, such borrowing has resulted in women struggling with loan 
amounts exceeding a million rupees. The fact that such loans have to be repaid within a short period of time, 
generally not exceeding 18-24 months on monthly loans, makes it even more difficult for the women to find 
means to repay, leading them to give up the few assets they own. 

Erosion of Savings 

One of the key aspects the study tracked was also to understand the assets; both movable and immovable, that 
the women had acquired over the years. There were less than 10 instances where the women had an active 
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savings account in their name. In both Batticaloa and Mullaitivu, some women had opened the accounts in 
order to receive remittances from their husbands who were working overseas. In Mullaitivu, women also opened 
accounts in state banks to receive the housing “benefits” provided through the Divisional Secretariat office (i.e. 
AGA office). 

But interestingly, many had opened the account in order to receive the loan amounts being transferred through 
different MFIs, and not necessarily as a condition of the MFIs to encourage savings. Despite the existence of 
bank accounts, women are unable to save. Even among women who had managed to save small amounts 
previously, many were unable to maintain the savings accounts at their respective banks. For the women, their 
priority lay in settling outstanding loans, over saving for a “rainy” day. In some instances, women’s accrued 
savings were depleted because they were forced to divert such funds toward setting off outstanding debt. 

I have an account in Sampath bank to get money from my husband when he was 
abroad. I don’t have more money to save, so I couldn’t do anything on it. I can save little 
bit because we have loan, so we should pay the loan properly. Earlier time we don’t have 
any loan system here but now we adopt towards loan so we couldn’t save the money 
for future needs. We depend on the loan for every work. (29 years, Batticaloa, 25 April 
2018).

I have a bank account. Those days, my son was in the Army and he would deposit a 
small amount in it. That’s why I opened the account. Now of course there is no saving. 
All the wealth in the village is going out of the village with the loans (Monaragala, female 
borrower, age not revealed, 20 March 2018).

The inability to save however, is only partly attributed to the burden of paying off existing loans. Women 
make rational choices in their decisions regarding saving money for themselves. Given the opportunity, they 
prioritised spending for children’s education and directing whatever small amounts of savings they had towards 
the children’s accounts rather than their own. 

While the establishment of bank accounts is a central element in ‘integrating’ women within the larger formalised 
financial structures, such approaches fail to consider the importance of more traditional forms of savings women 
engage locally. The seettu system in practice among women in Sri Lanka, is understood as an organic system 
based on mutual trust and collectivism that tie women together at the community level (Chandrasekara, 2009). 
The presence of seettu at the community level was noted by women and this included both cash seettu 
systems and those for furniture and household items. While many prefer to join seettu groups, because of rising 
household expenses and prioritising loan settlements over savings, they are unable to join. 

I had the saving habit earlier but now I couldn’t save the money because of the loan 
payment. We saved in seettu and furniture. Earlier, I held this furniture seettu properly 
and I gave them, but now people don’t like this seettu as they are getting loans and 
buying furniture by cash. I am paying Rs 200 per month for seettu only now, we don’t 
have big seettu here. Saving habits have changed over the years due to economic 
conditions. (Batticaloa, female borrower, 30 years, 25 April 2018).

Yes, I am involved in the money seettu but I am struggling to pay it now because I 
have to pay more loans so I couldn’t manage it. I am not involved in furniture seettu. 
(Mullaitivu District, female borrower 32 years,29 April 2018).

In stark contrast to the credit repayments, the amounts collected through the seettu remain relatively small - 
many tend to be not more than 500 rupees a month. However, as the women point out, setting aside even this 
considerably small amount of money is becoming increasingly difficult.
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The depletion of assets in relation to microcredit is more tellingly felt with regard to the gold jewellery the women 
own. Pawning is considered a normal practice among Sri Lankan women, and such services are promoted by 
leading banks and non-banking finance institutes. Women pawned their jewellery to overcome emergencies, 
but were also used to finance men’s migration overseas for work, and also to pay for health and education 
related expenses of their children. Unlike with microcredit, women were well aware of the interest rates offered 
by different finance companies and banks, and would consider the interest rates and the reputation of the 
institute prior to pawning the jewellery. In Mullaitivu however, women were compelled to pawn their jewellery 
at chetty shops6  because regulated financial institutes do not allow small gold items to be pawned. Despite 
the presence of a varied number of MFIs at the community level, women have to travel to the nearby towns to 
access pawning centres. 

Compounded by the lack of a stable income source and in the face of mounting debt, women are increasingly 
under threat of losing this easily liquefiable asset. Women tend to reduce the risk of losing the jewellery by 
paying the minimum interest amount in order to keep the jewellery from being auctioned. But how long this 
practice can be sustained by them is not clear.  

Every day, I have to face a loan problem. I had a lot of jewellery, but now I don’t have 
[any] just a single chain. I pawned them to resettle the loan I pawned the jewellery at 
jewellery shop and I couldn’t get it back. I need more money so I pawned the jewellery 
in shop. It is a high interest rate and we struggle to get it back. You can ask anyone 
about me, because I get the jewellery from relatives and neighbour but still I don’t 
return their jewellery.  (Batticaloa, female borrower, 42 years, 25 April 2018). 

I pawn the jewellery at the banks and chetty shop for school fees and loan purpose. I 
couldn’t get it back. I pawned the jewels for housing scheme also. I am paying interest 
for, so I haven’t lost the jewellery yet at auction (Mullaitivu, female borrower, 33 years, 
28 April 2018). 

Back to moneylenders?

At the outset, micro-credit was viewed as a viable and less extractive alternative to the informal moneylenders 
in the community (Cull and Morduch, 2017). Although the women were averse to borrow from local lenders 
because of the high interest rates they charged, money lenders were still important. Some of the women 
borrowed smaller amounts of money to address an unanticipated expense within the household, whereas 
others were compelled to mortgage their land and/or their house in order to finance their spouse’s or son’s 
travel overseas. In some instances, such borrowers subsequently rely on microcredit facilities to settle such 
loans to informal lenders. 

First I borrowed 25,000 rupees, monthly I repaid 2500 rupees within one and half years and I settled that loan. 
Afterwards, I borrowed 40,000 rupees, I settled that loan within one and half years. Husband sent money from 
abroad to settle these loans.  I got both these loans to settle another loan because I got many loans from local 
lenders to send my husband abroad. (Batticaloa, 38 years, 25 April 2018).

The choice of replacing the high interest informal lending with the microcredit facility makes financial sense, 
as the interest rates in micro lending would still be relatively lower than those charged by the informal lenders. 
But, while microcredit may have helped women seek out a more reasonable source of financing, women are 
also ‘returning’ to borrowing from informal lenders when they are unable to service their loan installments to 
the MFIs. 

6 These are small jewellery shops where one’s gold jewellery can be exchanged for cash.
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I borrow from informal lenders also. That’s when I cannot repay the installment. Then later, when I cannot 
pay the interest amount [to the informal lender] the interest amount is doubled. When that happens, I collect 
another bit of money from somewhere and repay those (Monaragala, female borrower, 34 years, 21 March 
2018).

In Mullaitivu, women were also borrowing what were termed as “meter” loans which is an informal lending 
where the interest is added onto the capital for every day/week that the borrower fails to repay. Although such 
lending is perceived as unfair, women have no other recourse but to rely on such loans when unable to meet 
the installments of the microcredit loans.

Hence, it would be short-sighted to claim that microcredit lending has helped replace the more exploitative forms 
of financing offered by local lenders. As multiple borrowings lead to unmanageable levels of debt, the informal 
lenders become one of the few, remaining options available for women to meet the repayment schedules. The 
danger in seeking out the informal lenders lies in the risk of losing their immovable assets in order to access 
amounts that exceed 100,000 rupees. Thus, rather than making the informal money lender obsolete, practices 
of MFIs indirectly help sustain the local lenders.  

Disruptions to family life

Unserviceable loans are leading to rising tensions within the family. Instances where children plead with their 
mothers to stop borrowing because of family tensions and the psychological trauma they experience as a result 
of the women being visited by the MFI officials were cited by some of the women. In some instances, first-hand 
accounts revealed that the husband or the female borrower had had to leave the community and search for 
work elsewhere in order to service the loans taken. 

When I was planning to take the loan, my [nine-year-old] son asked me not to take the 
loan because once taken, my husband and I argue about how to pay the installment and 
he doesn’t like us fighting (Monaragala estate community, female borrower, 40 years, 
23 March 2018). 

Because of this loan, some people face family conflict, wife borrows the loan without 
telling the husband then husband hits the wife in the road because of these loans. Some 
people borrow the loan and run away from the village, after that group members have 
to repay the loan. Close to this area, the officer went to collect the repayment and she 
did not have any money, he stayed [in the house], then she tried to commit suicide, but 
village people went and saved her and the officer ran out. (Mullaitivu, 43 years, 29 April 
2018).

Instances of suicides associated with the inability to repay the loans have been reported widely in the media, 
and were confirmed by some of the Grama Niladharis (GNs) interviewed 7. The references to such instances 
by the respondents were regarding a family member, or of such, an incident taking place in a neighbouring 
community. Establishing a correlation between suicide and micro-lending is difficult without understanding 
the individual experiences of these women, but the few instances of such attempted suicides point to the 
psychological burden placed on women and the absence of options or a means out of such mounting debt. 

I also got many loans and I helped other people get loans. After, I was stuck at one point. 
I thought to die. And I ran away from the village and stayed with my elder daughter in 
Puttalam (Batticaloa, female borrower, 55 years. 24 April 2018).

7 A GN in Batticaloa reported 08 cases of microcredit related suicides within his GN division (26 April 2018).
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Hence, while suicides or attempted suicide as a result of the pressure to repay microcredit is highlighted in public 
discourse, such discussions must move beyond the surface to examine, how the access to such microcredit in 
the absence of social support or safety nets by the government can add an unprecedented amount of pressure 
on the women. 

Weakening of women’s solidarity? 

By promoting and pushing for the formation of women’s small groups, the cohesion that exists among the 
women is largely disrupted. The exploitation of women’s collectivism and tendency to support each other 
culminates in further complications as the example below illustrates:

We must somehow pay on time. If we do not pay, conflict will arise within the group. If 
we do not have money to repay, we will borrow from others and repay the loan. If I do 
not pay the repayment, group members have to repay. … If one group member does not 
come, that is not an issue but her money has to be there. If not, we have to repay her 
loan. I am also paying their repayment; they also pay my repayment. (Mullaitivu, female 
borrower, age not indicated, 30 April, 2018).

While reliance on the women in the group to extend support can be beneficial in the short-term, the composition 
of the group becomes critical, when women have to service multiple loans. Each group can include women 
who are also multiple borrowers and vouching for each other’s loans has its limitations. Hence, rather than 
encouraging or strengthening existing social networks, MFIs can easily disrupt these social ties, using them as 
a means of control, rather than as a means of pulling each other out of difficult economic conditions.  

Similarly, adopting shortcuts to issue microcredit can create space for certain women within the community to 
wield their power to exploit other women, as the example below illustrates:   

In our area [name of private MFI] stopped to give the loan. Because many people 
struggle to pay, and one lady ran out from the village. People borrowed loans under 
their names and gave that loan to one woman. She gave a commission of 5500 rupees 
to them. She got the loans from many people and ran away from the village, now these 
people are repaying the loans. This case went to the Police, and now the court gave the 
judgment saying that people can pay back to the company monthly, whatever they could 
pay each month.  

Hence, the empowerment rhetoric embedded within microcredit discourse must be revisited, as lending can 
easily become a site of exploitation of women rather than a strengthening of social solidarity and collectivism. 

Tensions with local government officials 

At the community level, as noted in the scoping phase, the presence of young men in the community was raising 
concerns regarding women’s safety within their own community. It has also led to the stigmatisation of women 
whose inability to repay the loan becomes visible with the persistent presence of the male MFI officials in the 
community. 

At a less visible level, microcredit lending has created tensions within members of the community and their 
respective Grama Niladharis. As the immediate mediators living in proximity to the communities they serve, 
GNs in particular, and officers at the DS level in general are increasingly frustrated in their attempts to resolve 
‘problems’ arising out of microcredit lending. Issues at the community level, ranging from the presence of the 
male officials to debt-related suicides are reported to the GN officials who, in turn, report about the “menace” 
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of microfinance schemes at the DS level committee meetings. The GNs and DS level field officers have sought 
to discourage people from borrowing and sought means to stop the private MFIs from setting up “office” in the 
communities, but with little effect. Noticeably, it has led to tensions between the prospective borrowers and 
themselves. However, in one respect, the officers have succeeded: the use of community spaces (i.e. schools, 
community centre) has been prohibited forcing the MFIs to use a focal point’s house as the “centre”. In some 
instances, women also reported that the GNs in particular have protested the presence of these schemes in the 
community by refusing to issue the DS-4 certificate 8. Government officials also report that “problems” faced by 
borrowers are generally reported by other community members and not the women themselves, because of the 
fear that such reporting would lead to their Samurdhi benefits or livelihood subsidies being removed. 

Preference for Microfinance 

Despite the apparent implications and repercussions to the individual borrowers, the family and the community 
at large, MFIs continue to operate and in some instances, thrive in these communities. Although there was a 
single incident where a specific private MFI exited the community because of the exploitation of the lending 
schemes by a particular individual, women noted the presence of several MFIs in the community, lending to 
the same group of women in the same community (Tilakaratna and Hulme, 2015). This was confirmed by the 
representatives of the MFIs interviewed in Mullaitivu who, interestingly pointed to the proliferation of MFIs in 
the town of Mullaitivu while also, pointing to the lack of employment and income-earning opportunities for the 
local people who are the primary targets of the MFIs. 

The persistence presence of MFIs at community level is because of the profits to be earned from lending, but 
the women themselves may contribute towards a withdrawal of these MFIs or a scaling down of their activities, 
as they “wisen up” to the negative repercussions. 

If I have to ever take another loan, I will only borrow from Samurdhi. I won’t borrow 
from others. If I borrow, it would be for some household expense. The interest rate 
and the installment are low. If you have built a trust at Samurdhi, they even give the 
loan without us having to give anything. Even for big amounts, it can be the case 
(Monaragala, female borrower, 37 years, 22 March 2018).

Some women have ‘sworn off” from borrowing from MFIs again, others are equally wary of these lending 
practices. Sometimes, women regret falling into debt by borrowing from multiple sources, they are acutely 
aware that loans are necessary in order to meet the rising costs within the household; mostly to do with 
consumption related and non-investment expenses.  

Informed by their experiences, the preference is for low-interest rate loans that are serviceable, not through 
weekly installment schemes but preferably monthly. For, as the women point out, if the spouse or the woman 
engages in an income generating activity, servicing loans monthly rather than weekly or daily aligns with their 
spending habits. The weekly loans on the other hand, are seen as detrimental to the wellbeing of the family 
because of the constant need to set aside the money in preparation for collection, which then diverts money 
away from consumption and meeting the expenses of the children. This is also reflected in the change in 
practices noted by a particular private MFI, which is increasingly shifting away from weekly loans to a 15-day 
or monthly loan schemes. 

Although some women had, through experience, learned to be sceptical of such borrowing schemes, the MFIs 
continue to be one of the few available options that allow women to access finance. The absence of the “usual 

8 According to a Grama Niladhari in Batticaloa, this led the MFIs to ask for an electricity bill instead or a letter  from a Justice of Peace (27 
April 2018). 
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suspects” (i.e. NGO-led institutes) was stark in many of the communities. Similarly, the community-led WRDS 
and Funeral Aid Societies also appear to have taken a back seat in offering microcredit facilities, their ability to 
lend to their members possibly being further curtailed through the implementation of the Microfinance Act No 
06 of 2016. Hence, the demands at home to cover health and education expenses and other costs can only be 
met by accessing such loans:

Although people say “don’t take loans”, how can we, when we have to do everything by 
ourselves? We were able to build the house, buy the vehicle and get a water connection 
all because of these loan societies. So, it is a help. What I am trying to do is at least 
go for casual labour and settle these outstanding loans by August next year. We work 
all thirty days.  I am not saying loans are good, but it is a relief for us…once the loans 
are settled I will stop. Otherwise, I can’t. I must save something also...Once my son 
sits for his examination next August, I will stop borrowing money (Monaragala, female 
borrower, 38 years, 22 March 2018). 

If there is an emergency, then I would have to borrow again. It cannot be just stopped. There is no good MFI…
the weekly loans are difficult. I borrowed because we needed cash. One can’t live without the medicine, so I 
borrowed (Monaragala, female borrower, 36 years, 21 March 2018).

The preference for MFIs is also fuelled by a set of other reasons. While women overwhelmingly support the idea 
of access to low interest rate loans and view the government-led institutes as offering the best alternatives, they 
also find themselves excluded from accessing these loan facilities. For example, Samurdhi is perceived as being 
accessible only to its beneficiaries, keeping away potential clients from seeking out loan facilities. 

A lot of the people have now become accustomed to borrowing from private institutes 
rather than the government ones. When someone tries to access a loan from a government 
institute, they ask government officials as guarantors and then ask for deeds also. They 
take a long time as well. Also, government officials will not sign on our behalf right? 
These sirs are not like that. If we ask for a big loan and it doesn’t come through, they 
tell us what the reason was. They even give us a report. Of course the interest rate is too 
high, but our needs are met (Monaragala, female borrower, 41 years, 22 March 2018). 

We couldn’t get the government staff’s signature to get a loan from banks because if we 
delay the loan payment then their salary will be held. So government staff officers don’t 
like to add their signature for us. Bank loan is the better loan, but we just cannot get 
this loan easily (Mullaitivu, 54 years, 28 April 2018). 

The stated preference for MFIs is also because the next best alternative is the informal lender and given the 
high rates of interest being charged at daily or monthly rates, women perceive the MFIs as more tolerable. More 
importantly though, the speed with which such loans are made accessible, and the simplified process, makes 
the MFIs attractive, especially in an emergency. As one government official pointed out, accessing loans has 
become as easy as buying groceries at the supermarket.9  

State banks are good. People’s Bank only charges 8 percent as interest. But then in state 
banks, to get a loan you have to waste a lot of time Miss [rasthiyaduwaney]. Because of 
that, this is good. We receive the money within a week. (Monaragala, female borrower, 
age not revealed, 23 March 2018). 

Similarly, the credit to the doorstep approach reduces the cost in time and money that women would otherwise 
have to expend in accessing such credit facilities. The exception was found in a remote community in Monaragala, 
where private and NGO-led MFIs had yet to establish themselves; perhaps the difficult terrain in order to access 

9 Interview with Assistant Divisional Secretary (Mulativu district), 24 May 2018.
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the community was considered not worthy of the effort. Instead, both men and women generally borrow from 
the regional cooperative bank which maintains a physical presence in the community.  In contrast, in postwar 
Mullaitivu, the MFIs appear to have been one of the few available options of finance for the resettled in the 
absence of any state-led financial institutes being established: 

When we came to this village [four years ago, during] that time we had lost all the things 
we owned, in that time no one was there to give loans for us, but they gave the loan for 
livelihoods (Mullaitivu, female borrower, 31 years, 29 April 2018).  

However, while the MFIs may have identified an existent gap in access to finance, their presence does not 
necessarily lend itself to supporting income generation: 

This loan is helpful for us. If we have proper income, we can repay the loan without 
problems. But here we are all doing seasonal job (fishing), if we have a regular income 
there is no issue. This loan is helpful for us as they give capital to start the job, but in our 
area there is no job opportunity. (Mullaitivu, female borrower, 30 years, 29 April 2018).

Therefore, although the negative implications of borrowing may at times, far outweigh the positive, women 
have few options other than the MFIs from which to access credit. MFIs are particularly important also because; 
women make informed decisions regarding not wanting to secure loans through informal lenders in the village. 
Although the women want to access low-interest loans, the inability to maintain a good savings record in the 
bank accounts and stringent documentation and security required, leaves women outside of the formal financial 
institutes. Therefore, what remains is the MFIs as the next best alternative. 

As noted in the literature, the major setback in the approach to microfinance and its rationale is the watered 
down approach to women’s empowerment. The assumption that financial inclusion would empower women to 
be micro-entrepreneurs who can earn a decent wage and then support their families to graduate from poverty, is 
further constrained by the shortcuts adopted by private sector-led MFIs in Sri Lanka. Rather than transformative 
positive change enabling the marginalised to exit from poverty through social or political mobilisation, what 
microfinance has effectively done in these districts is to contribute towards managing poverty. This becomes 
further heightened in the post-war context of Mullaitivu and Batticaloa, where the absence of social support and 
state-led interventions to support the war-affected, was commonly cited by the women, as a major impediment 
to their efforts to establish themselves both socially and economically in their communities. 

It remains to be seen how MFIs, particularly those of the non-banking financial sector, maneuver this highly 
congested market, and how this would further impact women borrowers. What is of critical importance is that 
the entry of the regulated non-banking sector has also been propelled by the vacuum created by the exit of the 
locally based CBO and NGO-led programmes, and the withdrawal of programmes targeting the strengthening of 
community based organisations such as the WRDS. By using the existing community organisations as a conduit 
to enter the communities and relying on community mediation boards, these private MFIs have managed to 
penetrate and establish their authority over these communities. While the NGO led MFIs appear to occupy the 
margins, the capacity for larger non-banking institutes to crowd out the smaller entities is evident in the data. 
As one senior government official pointed out, microfinance has become a ‘cash cow’ for struggling finance 
companies to establish a footing in the financial industry 10.  Especially in light of the continued fears raised 
regarding the “health” of the non-banking financial sector (Wettasinghe, March 2019), women’s indebtedness 
will also then be linked not only to the regulations that have been brought about through the MF Act of 2016 
but also on how the Central Bank regulates its non-banking financial sector.  

10 Interview with senior official of the Central Bank, - 31 August 2017.
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Conclusion

In post-war Sri Lanka, rising household debt has become a cause for concern, with micro credit debt and the high 
interest rates charged from the ‘poor’, implicated in far-reaching social repercussions. This study was conducted 
with the objective of examining the process adopted by microfinance institutes to provide credit to their clients, 
and how such practices are perceived by female borrowers and the effects on these women. The study was 
partly informed by CEPA’s existing body of work that pointed to a rise in concern regarding microfinance-induced 
debt and partly by the insistence in some quarters that the borrowers’ experiences of microfinance lending is 
being sidelined in favour of assessing its impact through instrumental, static methodological approaches such 
as RCTs. The remaining sections highlight some of the key issues arising from the study. 

Microfinance lending has undergone a dramatic change at the local level, marked by the withdrawal or scaling 
down of traditional, community lending entities and the fast-paced entry of non-banking financial institutes, 
all lending microcredit to female borrowers. While women prefer state-led banking because of the low interest 
rates charged and more favourable conditions regarding repayment, such services are inaccessible because 
of the inability to produce assets and/or government officials as guarantors. Although a significant proportion 
of women had also borrowed from Samurdhi, the non-members of Samurdhi were unaware of their ability to 
access credit through the “bank”. But even among Samurdhi borrowers, preference for microfinance lending 
was propelled by the quick turnaround time and the low demands on producing collateral in order to secure a 
credit facility. Although women could not necessarily identify the interest rates, they were aware it was high. 
Regardless, MF lending was still a better option than borrowing from informal lenders. 

Although the focus on high interest rates charged by the MFIs has been in the limelight in public discourse, 
the analysis of the data also reiterates the importance of examining the chain of practices that encompass 
microcredit lending. Group liability continues to form the basis for lending but with the added condition that 
women also have an adult male from the family as a guarantor who is informed of their lending. Although it 
is unclear if NGO-led MFIs also demand such a form of ‘collateral’, this practice undermines the basic principle 
governing microfinance that of empowerment and that women can vouch for each other’s credit line. The 
implications of such a ‘practice’ in light of the existence of female headed households in the North and East must 
be examined in-depth to better understand how women are negotiating such additional conditions imposed on 
them. That such a practice further exacerbates rather than reduces women’s exclusion is evident, especially 
in perpetuating the idea that women are less than credit-worthy and less responsible than a male in their 
borrowing habits.  

With little to no encouragement by the MFIs to promote savings, or provide trainings and capacity building 
efforts to support the borrowers, including few monitoring or follow-up visits and checks on their history of 
borrowing, women’s borrowing patterns are undergoing changes. Many borrow in order to meet consumption-
related needs at the household level rather than for investment or income-generating activities. These then 
culminate in women struggling to repay their loans within a short span of time as MFIs provide little to no 
time as a grace period. The unrelenting pursuit of collection at any cost is forcing women to break those social 
bonds that essentially, lead to the conceptualisation of the idea of collectivism in micro-lending. The pressure on 
women to settle the loans “somehow or the other” is largely successful as MFIs continue to post high repayment 
rates. What these numbers fail to capture are the struggles the women undergo and the compromises they 
make in order to repay their loans, usually resulting in the instigation of a vicious cycle of debt. 

These practices also have resulted in tensions rising within the small groups and within one’s family. Women are 
compelled to borrow, pawn their jewellery or borrow from informal lenders in order to meet the daily/weekly or 
monthly installments of microcredit lending. Hence, rather than merely high interest rates, this chain of activities 
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‘lends” itself to creating an environment where a majority of women are persistently kept within a perpetual 
cycle of borrowing and repayment. The “lure” of microfinance as even a temporary means of addressing 
shortages in cash flow is too strong for women to resist especially because of the lack of other viable options 
for financing at the local level.

That microfinance lending has failed to recognise the existent heterogeneity and the specificity in the socio-
economic contexts they work in, is quite evident. The absence of major differences in practices of lending in 
Monaragala, Batticaloa and Mullaitivu illustrates that the unique socio-economic conditions that exist in the 
post-war districts are not given much attention. Rather, this degree of dismissal of the ground realities where 
both men and women continue to struggle to earn a living raises the question of whether such microfinance 
models are merely paying lip service to the fundamentals of a social mission. In a context where microfinance 
is lauded as the means of integrating the poor into global financial systems, and the GoSL is adopting a similar 
approach to “battling” financial exclusion, deeper consideration must be given to how the MFIs are reaching the 
marginalised and the potential for exploitation, rather than empowerment in such a process. 

The study though limited in scope, points to some pertinent issues that need to be further explored. The entry 
of the private sector into MF lending needs to be further explored, especially in terms of the limits to regulating 
such ‘unethical’ practices as such entities are already regulated through different departments of the CBSL. 
Without a clearer understanding of how much the sector has undergone changes, the donor community and 
the GoSL will continue to push microfinance as a panacea for what ails the under-developed regions, thus on 
one hand, diverting much required funding from establishing social safety nets and support mechanisms in 
preference for financial tools to enable the poor to ‘pull themselves up” from poverty. 

The changes taking place within the sector since the introduction of the Microfinance Act of 2016 (no 6) also 
need to be examined further, especially the ramifications for the local communities.  This is especially pertinent 
in light of some of the local NGO based entities joining the comercialised mainstream financial market. Such an 
elevation has been largely supported by the deposits and borrowing habits of the poor but the implications of 
upscaling to the local communities, in this fast-commercialising industry require more understanding. 

However, most importantly, the ‘otherness’ of women within the much-touted microfinance model needs to 
be explored in-depth and with much rigour.  Even within the narrow, over-simplified notion of empowerment 
promoted by microfinance proponents, women continue to experience exclusions. They continue to experience 
marginalisation from the more formalised, regulated forms of financial services offered by the state, and are at 
the receiving end of the withdrawal or limited access to community-based entities offering credit. This leaves 
them with only a minute number of alternatives, mostly in the form of private MFIs, to borrow credit from, 
in order to meet consumption related expenditure at the household level. Within these, women’s capacity to 
borrow is questioned, group liability is tested and basic but important information regarding the process is not 
shared. Moreover, their savings and the few assets they own are increasingly put into jeopardy in the push to 
meet the repayment schedules of multiple loans. 

In the absence of any substantial efforts to offer social safety nets coupled with the glaring absence of income-
generating options, women will continue to borrow especially in order to meet their household expenditure. 
The unique contexts in which these marginalised women continue to live, raises the spectre of unmanageable 
debt especially in the absence of any concerted effort to provide long-term solutions to the socio-economic 
problems the women experience. Hence, despite being linked to the larger financial systems through access 
to microcredit, the cost of such inclusion may be too high for the women, both financially and socially. Women 
will continue to exist in the margins, using microcredit as a means to manage poverty rather than to graduate 
from economic hardships. 
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In light of concerns regarding rising 
indebtedness and multiple borrowings, 
micro-credit lending and its effects on 
women has garnered much attention in 
the public discourse. This unprecedented 
focus has led the Government of Sri 
Lanka to consider varied options to 
mitigate these negative effects. This 
study, using data collected through  
in-depth interviews with female 
borrowers of the districts of Monaragala, 
Batticaloa and Mullaitivu, focuses on 
underlying microcredit practices to better 
understand how the process of accessing 
such credit affects female borrowers. 
Evidence points to how financial institutes 
that are already registered with the 
Central Bank of Sri Lanka, use shortcuts to 
reach out to the same pool of borrowers at 
the community level, leading to multiple 
lending. The absence of background 
checks and monitoring of borrowers 
inadvertently leads women to borrow for 
reasons other than income-generation. 
This has resulted in an inability to service 
the loans, the erosion of savings and 
assets and, discontent within the family 
and community. 
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